Local author p raises civic eff orts
Robbins explained how the idea of only that "the work that you 've done
coming to Colby to speak was, to use so far has worked ," but expressed conher own language, "taboo" simply due cern that she could not foresee any
This past Thursday, to mark the to the fact that she had grown up in the solution to the conflict. And when
near-end of Burst the Bubble week, area. This is not to say that she had asked if, as a native of the town , she
Rhea Cote Robbins , a Waterville particularly negative thoughts about thought Waterville would be better off
native, held a discussion with mem- the College. In fact, she had very pos- without Colby she responded "If you
bers of both the College and itive recollections of Colby as a child. took Colby out what would Waterville
Waterville community on the rela- "I was here every weekend," due to be?"
Overall , Rhea Cote Robbins left the
tionship between the College and the the fact that all of her brothers played
town, and how it might be improved. hockey she explained. "We owned the audience with several very strong
Robbins is a prof essor at the hockey rink when we came up here" messages about her views on how to
University of Maine as well as the she continued. "It turned into mini- solve problems as well as a first hand
author of the award winning novel Canada."
Wednesday s' Child, a story about
However, the
what it is like to grow up Franco- fact remained that
American in the South End of there was an obvious
divide
Waterville.
Robbins , who was raised in a between the combilingual household on Water Street , munity members
and the
began her
college
presentastudents.
tion
in
Robbins
French ,
told
a
welcomstory
of
ing and
how she
thanking
had once,
everyone
well after
in
the
her childroom.
hood ,
This set
heard a
the theme
Colby
for the rest
g r a d
of the presentation
explain
Rhea C6ti Robbins that he
which she
Author, Wednesday, Child
h a d
continued
always
by reading
been sure
a piece that
she had written specifically for the to stay away from
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occasion. Robbins presented in this the girls on Water
Robbins delivers the keynote address last Thursday.
written piece a very elaborate Street. "The geogmetaphor for writing stories that com- rapny is suspect,
pared shadows, light and color to the Robbins said of the rumors that sur- perspective into just what those probdifferent components of any given rounded her f ormer home. "I did not lems are in the Watervj Jle-Colby situation. Her advice to everyone
story. She insisted that shadow, in this get it in *69 and I do npt get it now."
On the subject of the Burst the involved? "You have to say the
case an analogy for conflict , was necessary in any and every story because Bubble efforts so far Robbins said unsayable."
"a story that remains on the surfac.'
and does not address conflict , it is nosFor more coverage of Burst the Bubble Week see Page 4.
talgic. I do not write nostalgic."
Robbins explained that one of the
fundamental parts of her teaching is to
ask her students how their families
told stories. "In my family it was who
could be the funniest," she adds. For
this reason she explains, her writing is
done with the intention of both being
funny and raising important issues.
"Writing for me is problem-solving,"
she insists. This talk about how writing can lead to resolution directed the
discussion to the issue of the relationship between Waterville and Colby.
By EMILY WARMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

With the help of three campus groups The Colby Democrats, the League
of Progressive Voters and the Colby Republicans the Echo brings you up
to date on five important races this November, and TABOR.
Read all about next Tuesday In our Voter Guide on Page 4.
Also, directions to the polls are on Page 3.

New pub location now serves liquor
By JOHN DeBRUlCKER

for a wider variety of drinks for
about a month and a half before the
decision was handed down. He noted
Wednesday Nov. 1 was the first day
the importance of carrying hard
(hat the Marchese Blue Light Pub
liquor to the campus party scene,
served liquor since its relocation to
particularly birthday celebrations.
"What we weren 't having were those
Roberts Union at the beginning of the
twenty-first birthday celebrations,"
school year. Since the temporary new
he said. "Those celebrations put off
' .-at. it 'ii is only meant to last until the
completion of Cotter Union's renovscampus are less safe than they are on
campus."
uon next year, the facilities had not
"It wasn't like Dining Services was
been equipped to serve hard alcohol
being unreasonable in any regard,"
like it had in the past.
Biggar said. 'This is our only
Assistant Director of
Dining Services Joe Klaus
year in the pub," he added on
behalf of the class of 2007.
cited the low capacity of
"Once we got across how
the current pub (49) and
much we wanted it, they were
the lack of counter and
shelf space behind the bar
very accommodating." He too
as the rationale for not
expects turnout at the pub to
increase due to the change.
originally stocking liquor
Plans for the pub in the renm addition to the bar 's
ovated Cotter Union feature a
lour keg taps. "The
game room and six taps plus
demand was stronger than
¦A C thought , so we just
the additional space. The fordecided to introduce it
mer pub could serve a greater
back in," Klaus said.
capacity due to spillover
space in the nearby Joseph
The current pub does
Family Spa-something the
not have the shelving
space to stock a full bar
current location lacks.
like the original pub did,
Nye said she missed the old
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hut as of Wednesday the
pub, looking over a bar filled
The
pub
decorated
f
o
r
Halloween
festivities.
with
only 12 student guests at
pub carries one variety
each of five types of
11:00 pj n . on the Monday
liquor: a whiskey, a rum, a gin, a opened a dialogue between students . before the change was instituted. "We
i odka and Jaegermeister.
Director of Student Activities Kelly want to keep students on campus," she
Bartender Lisa Nye is optimistic Wharton and Vice President for said gesturing to the Jack-o-lantems,
that the new inventory will increase Student Affairs and Dean of Students cobwebs and skulls set up for an
the pub's sales , which have been Jim Terhune that action was taken to upcoming Halloween event for seniors
exceptionally low this year according stock liquor. Biggar said he had been the next day. "It 's getting more homey
(o Klaus. "It will definitely pick up," working on voicing student demand in here."
NEWS EDITOR

said Nye, who has been at the pub
since 1998. "Maybe students are
going to make an ("Fort now to cross
campus," said Nye of the pub's more
remote location relative to most residence halls.
The bartenders had heard a number of different reasons for the limited inventory, and -student., and
employees alike wanted to add liquor
to the pub's menu since its opening.
It was not until Senior Class
Representative Mark Biggar '07

Students speak about aid project
By CHELSEA EAKIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Last week students and faculty
-lathered in Page Commons to eat
\fhcan cuisine and listen to the students who traveled to Sierra Leone
(his past June recount their experience.
David Amadu '07, Jessica Emerson
'07, Kirsten Duda '09 and Peter
Steinour '07 gave a PowerPoint presentation that included statistics and
photographs illustrating the aid trip
'hey organized to distribute 2000
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insecticide-treated bed nets and educate about the causes and prevention
of malaria. In addition to distributing
bed nets, the group volunteered at various schools, orphanages, and a polio
home. Missing from the group were
Erin Rhoda '06 and Emily Mosites
'06 who graduated in the spring.
The students began by outlining
their mission statement. "We believe
that people living in developing
nations should not suffer senseless
deaths due to preventable diseases,"
Amadu read. "Individuals have the
power to make a difference." With
their month-long trip to Africa the stu-

dents stated that their "goal [was] to
aid the people of Sierra Leone in eliminating malaria as a leading cause of
deadi and improving their quality of
life."
Siena Leone experienced a violent
II year Civil War that ended in 2001
and left the country with a damaged
economy and scarce basic healthcare.
Malaria affects 500 million people
annually and 70 percent of the cases
are found in Sub-Saharan Africa. The
disease causes 40 percent of deaths in
children under five and 20 percent of
Continued on Page 2

Try some organic
venison at the
Green House on
Page 3.

The work that
[Burst the
Bubble Week
has] done so far
has worked...If
you took Colby
out what would
Waterville be?

Halloween Extravaganza

Enforcement of policy
on balcony use more
noticeable this year
By HILLARY SMITH
STAFF WRITER

A balcony provides the perfect
combination of indoors and outdoors,
and many campus residence hallsincluding those on Roberts Row and
in the former Mary Low commons
system include them as architectural
features. Recently, there have been
complaints about the Colby Security
Department citing students for being
on certain balconies and the issue was
brought to the attention of the administration at the Oct. 1 Presidents'
Council meeting. Goddard-Hodgkins
Hall President Shirmila Cooray '09
noted that "last year people would be
out on the balconies all of the time and
now people get cited by security for
just reading on the balconies."
Contrary to concerns about secret
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Costumed children bob f o r donuts last Saturday during the festival.
college policy changes, the confusion
is most likely due to a lack of knowledge about the current roof access policy written in the Student Handbook.
Vice President of Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Jim Terhune clarified that "this [policy] has been in
effect for some time, so this may be an
issue of new enforcement, but not new

Mariah Buckley
'07 gives a tour of
Waterville on
Page 6.

policy." Director of Security Pete
Chenevert verified this comment, saying "there has been no change in
enforcement-when we see students on
the roof we try to deal with it. There
has been some confusion on which
Continued on Page 3

Tune in to Colby 's
Symphony
Orchestra on
Page 8.
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Who 's Who

Patrick Sanders '08
By EMILY WARMINGTON
STAFF WAITER

Patrick Sanders "08 is one person
on campus who it is genuinely hard
Dot to know. He has involved himself in so many activities, so many
of them public, that alraost every
student has encountered him at least
once in their tune at Colby.A double
major in English and Women 's,
Gender, and Sexuality Studies with
a minor in Creative Writing, Sanders
hails from Fairfax, Virginia and is in
his junior year. Sanders is involved
in countless college groups and
activities. In addition to his individual academic responsibilities, he
was recently appointed by the
College President to the Educational
Policy Committee of the Board of
Trustees, and has been the student
co-chair of the Academic Affaire
Committee since last year.
Apart from his scholarly involvement on campus, be has also been a
member of the Varsity Men's
Swimming A Diving Team since bis
first year. He is die Co-President of
the Women's Group, a student orga-

and buffalo meat. Skewers were assembled and roasted while music played and
people minted. Posters hung on the walls
outlining the goals of the Green House
,
The Green House which was recent- and suggested ways in which individuals
ly approved by the Board of Trustees to can make a conscious effort to conserve
continue for another year, hosted a sus- energy and reduce the use of resources.
tainability barbeque last Wednesday
Visitors learned about some green
open to the entire campus. Residents initiatives taken within the residence
hall such as dimestimated that close
ming of all lights,
to 100 students and
reduction of temperfaculty attended the
event, flowing in and
ature, composting,
out of the dorm over
better
organized
recycling bins, air
the course of several
drying laundry and
hours.
Started as a pilot
sharing appliances.
program for diaThey could also read
logue housing, the
about ways in which
to personally take
Green House's mission statement reads
initiative, for examthat it is a living
ple limiting hot
space "intended to
water use, carpoolbe a model to initiate
ing when possible
and/or strengthen
and us<ng compact
campus-wide greenbulbs
Excerpt from the Green florescent
ing efforts, through
which consume 75
House mission statement
setting an example
percent less energy
and through interacand last ten times
tive activities for the
longer than incanrest of the campus."
descent bulbs.
Food served included a variety of
"I thought it went really well,"
locally grown organic vegetables, venison Goddard-Hodgkins Hall President
Shinnila Cooray '09 said. "When 1
came in there were a lot of people
from outside of the dorm and the food
ran out quickly."
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
OPINIONS EDITOR
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JUUE WILSON. AAC EDITOR
SUZANNE MERKELSON. OPINIONS EDtTOR
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Green house hosts organic BBQ and educates campus

nization that serves to encourage students to recognize the power of
women and is self-described as
being distinctly non-male-hating. As
of this fall , Sanders is now one of the
new members of the all-too-well-

You need to get
involved here. If
you get involved
here, you'll like
it, if you don't,
it's just a hill in
Maine.
Patrick Sanders

Class of 2008

known Colby 1MPROV group, and
is alsoinvolved with die Harassment
Advisory Group, which would
explain why' many students probably
remember seeing his name printed
on the inside of their bathroom stall.
As he himself said, "I do everything
1 can at Colby because 1 love every-

[The Green
House is]
intended to be
a model to initiate and/or
strengthen
campus-wide
greening
efforts...

thing about Colby." He advises other
students to do the same saying that
"You need to get involved here. If
you get involved here, you'll like it,
if you don't, it's just a hill in Maine."
Always looking to push frontiers
with his writing, Sanders has
enrolled in what is probably the
country's first college class devoted
to the imitation of great sentence
structures. Assistant Professor of
English Adrian Blevina has Sanders
and his classmates learning from
exemplary sentences from both
poetry and prose passages, using
the styles of others to create their
own pieces.
Sanders lives in Grossman residence hall, where he serves as
Head Resident. He was one of four
HRs last yeas in Dana residence
hall noting that he loves being part
of the program because he's "a big
believer in talking it out with people" and wants to be able to give
guidance to people who need it. "I
really love [Roberts) Row," he
said. "I think it really highlights
all the good points of the College.
It 's like a little microcosm of the
entire College."
His enthusiasm for all
things Colby is obvious
not only from his daunting resum6. Sanders's
walls are covered with
Colby gear from banners
to the impressive yet reasonably intimidating wall
of awards he's received
from the College so far in
his time here.
All in all, it's pretty
safe to say that Sanders is
among the most involved
students on Colby's campus. He is a leader in
almost everything he
does, which is almost
everything. Generally
speaking, if you aren't
sure who Sanders is, odds
are you don 't go to Colby.
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Students grill skewers with local produce and meat at the Green House.

SIERRA LEONE: Studentsspeakto communityaboutaidproject£ trip
Continued From Page I
adult deaths in Siena Leone each year.
One of the images showed a looming
pile of trash sitting outside of a city.
The group noted how die photograp h
illustrated the poor sanitation that
often exists in Sierra Leone and perpetuates the spread of disease.
In order for the project to materialize they needed to raise 23,000 dollars. The students wrote letters to
friends , famil y, and organizations asking for donations. The money was all
raised gradually in small increments,
with the largest payment from one
source totaling 500 dollars. In the end,
the students managed to surpass their
fundraising goal.
One obstacle the students faced in the
process of organizing the project was a
lack of official backing from the College.
Without institutional support the students
could not use the College's nonprofit status to obtain giants or write to alumni and
ask for donations. "We talked about it at
some length in the senior administration
and a general consensus was that we have
never sponsored financially or with academic credit individual initiatives like this
and would be very reluctant to start,"
President William D. Adams said. The
administration had considerable concern
about security and without any supervision from the College they were wary of
endorsing the project However, Adams
commended the students: "I think personally they obviously did some good
work and I admire their spirit and was
folly admiring of what they were doing."
The students stayed in bigger cities
and traveled by van to smaller villages
ISO to 200 kilometers away during the
day. The presentation included a series
of pictures depicting the country 's
poorly maintained roads, often filled
with three to four feet ruts, which
made traveling tedious and slow.
Accompanying the students was a
native Comedy Troupe that acted out
skits and educated audiences about

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

malaria. "One of the issues we brainstormed initially was how we would
approach the villagers and how wc
would be received," Steinour said. He
noted that the troupe was a valuable
resource. "I don 't know how we
would have been received in retro-

...they obviously
did some good
work and I
admire their
spirit and was
fully admiring of
what they were
doing.
William D. Adams
President

spect. It was probably the best possible way to get our point across."
The students' project raised awareness and inspired a few local chiefs to
survey their villages in order to gather
more concrete information about the

presence of malaria. One chief even
issued a law making it illegal not to
put the bed nets up. "We hope to follow up and see how the bed nets are
working," Amadu said.
"The people were amazing,"
Emerson said. "They would not just
let us give to them, they wanted to
give back." Some of the gifts the students received as tokens of appreciation included chickens, bananas, and
two fifty-pound bags of fruit.
After what they consider to have
been quite a successful trip, the students are now hoping the project will
grow and be viewed as more legitimate in the eyes of potential donors.
They are in the process of deciding
how to go about expanding the initiative and making the process more efficient. Some ideas include focusing
resources by having the bed nets manufactured in Sierra Leone and erecting
billboards throughout the country promoting malaria education.
"All of us benefited ," Emerson
concluded of the trip. "We learned a lot
and were able to help a lot of people."
The students are organizing an
exhibition about their trip which will
open at the Art Museum in early
November.
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Burst the Bubble Week attendance holds , event a success
By HILLARY SMITH
STAFF WRITER

Burst the Bubble Week was created
in the spring of 2005 in response to the
Colby South End Coalition 's (CSEC)
work in the Waterville community.
"Waterville residents had clearly
defined stereotypes of Colby students,
and vice versa; we really needed to
'burst the bubble * and get involved
with the community" Senior Coleader Megan Bovill '07 explained.
Before the official commencement of the week, CSEC offered
hourly rides to and from the annual
Waterville
Harvest
Fest
in
Castonguay Square. Harvest fest
offered hayrides, pumpkin carving,
live music and a farmers market.
Burst the Bubble week began on
Monday with a "Community and
Identity " themed luncheon in the
Fairchild room in Dana, and
Tuesday 's event was a driving tour
of Waterville to places of historical
and cultural interest. Student-created
documentaries highlighting community in Waterville were shown on
Wednesday night in the Olin Science
Center, and on Thursday night , Rhea
Cote Robbins , Waterville resident
and winner of the Maine Writers *
and Publishers * Chapbook Award for

Creative Nonfiction , gave the
keynote address for the week about
how growing up in Waterville
shaped her identity . This year 's
Burst the Bubble Week culminated
with an apple cider social at the
REM
center
in
Downtown
Watervifle on Friday evening.
In terms of student participation .
Burst the Bubble Week this year
was roughly on par with that of last

We're really
happy the idea
is out there
whether people
participate or
not.
Megan Bovill '07

Co-leader, Colby South End
Coalition

year, both of which do not quite
match up with the intensity of the
first Burst the Bubble Week in
Spring 2005. One factor that set this
year apart from the previous two
was that the t-shirt pre-order num-

Students attend Graduate School Fair

bers doubled from those of last
year. In regards to the t-shirt numbers , Bovill explained that "we 're
really happy the idea is out there
whether people participate or not."
The change from spring to fall has
also not affected the program in any
considerable ways.
The Colby South End Coalition
spent roughl y 2,500 dollars this year,
compared with 3,000 last year. Last
year the entire program was funded by
a generous grant from the Goldfarb
Center for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement, while this year the funding was a joint effort. Senior co-leader
Steve Plocher expressed that the club
has "had a lot of support from the
administration , and from [President
William D. Adams] especially with
panels etc..."
The senior leaders (Bovill , Plocher,
Mariah Buckley '07 and Elise Washer
'07) are a little worried about new
underclassmen stepping up to run
Burst the Bubble Week, but according
to Bovill "the program needs to be
refreshed and changed anyway."
Future plans involve developing an
advisory board, and promoting general awareness of town and college
events at Colby and in Waterville.
In coming weeks the CSEC will be
organizing a scavenger hunt to test
students* knowledge of Waterville.
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Students attend a graduate school fair in Page Commons on Thursday afternoon.

BALCONIES: Ho new policyon balconyuse; enforcement to prevent accidentsor damage Alumnus to talk rights, laws
Continued From Page 1
balconies can and can 't be used, and
we're working with the Deans Office
to clear that up."
He is indeed correct as the section
on "Roof Access" in the Student
Handbook states: "the balconies of
Drummond (3rd floor), Goddard-

Last year people
would be on the
balconies all the
time and now
people get cited
by security for
just reading on
the balconies.
Shirmila Cooray '09

Goddard-Hodgklns Hall President

Hodgkins (2nd floor), PerkinsWilson (2nd floor), Pierce (3rd floor),
Piper (2nd floor), Foss/Woodman ,
and Mary Low/Coburn, and all roof
areas are off-limits except for desig-

nated areas of GoddardHodgkins (1st floor),
Heights, Perkins-Wilson
(1st floor), and Piper
(1st floor)." After complaints from residents ,
Cooray brought up the
balcony
issue with
Director of Student
Activities
Kelly
Wharton. "You are
allowed to go on any
balcony that has a proper
fire exit, but the GoHo
second floor balcony
does not, so it is not safe
and illegal with fire safety standards ," Cooray
said. "There isn 't anything we can do. If it was
some mundane school
law I would have fought
it, but you can't fight
something that impor.
OAN NOLAN/THE CO_B* ECHO
Security has cracked down and prevented access to many second level balconies.
tant."
The
Student
Handbook notes that students should still exercise caution and tor of the Physical Plant Department , tain balconies can actually damage the
good sense when using roofs and bal- added further comment on the lack of roof and cause leeching," he added.
conies and violators will be subject to safety of the balconies in question. Walking around on restricted balfines or disciplinary action. It also "Most of the balcony railings are pure- conies is unsafe for students and also
states that no alcohol , barbecues or ly decorative and not designed to with- harmful to the buildings themselves.
furniture may be present on any roof stand the weight of a human being." Cheesman did not think that any steps
The railings do not comply with the would be taken in the near future to
or balcony.
Gordon Cheesman, associate direc- necessary safety code of twenty-two reinforce existing restricted balconies
inches and in some cases have not due to the multitude of current renovabeen replaced since they were origi- tions occurring on campus.
nally created. "Walking around on cer-

Former congressman coming
By JOHN DeBRUICKER
NEWS EDITOR

On Wednesday, Nov. 8 in Page
Commons the College will welcome
i.C Watts, former congressman from
Oklahoma and chair of the House
Republican Conference to speak on the
issues of character and integrity. Watts
will be the fourth speaker to come to
campus as a result of the Gerrish Fund
for Spiritual Enrichment, which began
three years ago.
"We look for people who have a
compelling story and whose lives back
up what they're talking about," said
Protestant Chaplain Ronald E. Morrell
on the choice to bring Watts. An
ordained minister and former
University of Oklahoma quarterback
who lead the Sooners to two Orange
Bowl victories, Watts served eight
years on the House Armed Services
Committee and authored legislation to
create the House Select Committee on
Homeland Security, on which he also
would later serve. He is author of the
Community Solutions Act of 2001,
President George W. Bush's faith
based initiative. He became a congressman in 1994 and in 1998 was
elected by his peers to serve as chairman of the Republican Conference.
He is co-founder of the Coalition for
AIDS Relief in Africa and helped
develop legislation to establish a
Smithsonian museum of African
American history.
Morrell specifically requested that
Watts base the topic of his speech

acter. "Character is doing the right
thing when nobody 's looking," Watts
once said. "There are too many people
who think that the only thing that's
right is to get by, and the only thing
that 's wrong is to get caught" Morrell
thought the theme was particularly
appropriate for students, who are constantly confronting issues of academic
and personal integrity. Morrell noted
that there were no specific events at
the College that caused him to pick the
topic, rather that recent studies indicated that incidents of cheating had
become more widespread on a national level.
Made possible by a grant from
Allan and Gail '62 Gerrish, the fund
was established to "raise awareness of
the important place that values will
play throughout students ' lives at
Colby and beyond. Values such as
honesty, integrity, courage, compassion and humility are critical in living
a productive, meaningful and satisfying life." The most recent Gerrish
speaker was in February 2005 when
Bill Irwin, a blind man who hiked the
Appalachian Trail, came to speak to
students. The Gerrishes themselves
are booked to be on hand for the event.
There will be an invitational dinner,
during which Morrell hopes students
will take the opportunity to get to
know Watts on a personal level. He
currently serves as chairman of the
business consulting firm whose mission is to "offer tum-key solutions for
the emerging marketplace at the nexus
of business and government, economics and culture."

By JOHN DeBRUICKER
NEWS EDITOR
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On Thursday, Nov 9, the Student
Alumni Association and Alumni
Relations will host a lecture from
Waterville-based attorney and alumnus Jason Jaber '96. Jaber has represented a dozen Colby students in the
past few years on alcohol-related
charges. The event will take place in
the Schair-Swanson-Watson Alumni
Center at 6 p.m.
"Being that he is a Colby grad and
working in Waterville, with our own
student body, it 's a good fit all
around," wrote Jill Greenstein '07,
Co-Chair of the Student Alumni
Association, in an e-mail. "Jaber did
this same presentation last year and it
was extremely well received," she
wrote. The SAA is hoping that students will recognize Jaber 's name and
come to find out more about their
rights with regard to alcohol consumption and possession. "Knowledge is
power," Greenstein wrote. "If students
are informed now, they may be able to
prevent themselves and their peers
from making decisions that will result
in legal trouble in the future."
Students have made the local news
on a number of occasions already this
year on alcohol-related cases. "All the
bad press and negative attention Colby
students have been given in light of
alcohol-related events, in the past coupie of years especially," wrote

Greenstein , "made getting this information to Colby students especially
pertinent and vital." Jaber 's talk will
deal with drinking both on and off
campus and for both of age and underage students.
The event is titled Life Skills
Workshop: Know Your Rights. "A
great deal of the mission of Alumni
Relations and Student Alumni
Association is to prepare Colby students for life after graduation , and that
preparation should start while we're
still here," according to Greenstein .
"Learning about your rights and
responsibilities as a student at Colby
and as a citizen in general are important."
There will be ref reshments and a
dessert served after the lecture in the
Parker-Reed Room of the alumni
center.
OFFICER CANDIDATE
SCHOOL
After you earn your bachelor's
degree, you may qualify to
become an Army Officer. Dyrlng
Officer Candidate School, you will
learn valuable mariagemaol'-and
leadership techniques. Vlg^TTiay
qualify for $37,224 for oollege
through the Montgomery Gl Bill.
Or pay back up to $65,0*80 of
qualifying student loans through
the Army's Loan Repaytflfytt
Program. To find out more;
contact 207-873-2594.

Poll information:

Directions to 21 College Avenue

- Go east on Mayflower Hill Drive.
-Mayflower Hill Dr. becomes North Street, continue on it for about 1.3 miles.
-Turn right on Main Street and go 0.1 miles.
-Take a sharp left onto College Avenue and continue until you reach 21College Ave. The American Legion will be on your right.

Voter Guide

election 2006
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COLBY DEMOCRATS

COLBY REPUBLICANS

Governor John Baldacci (D)

State Senator Chandler Woodcock (K)

Republicans in Maine and on Colby 's campus have made it clear they
despise our Democratic Governor. Colby Republicans have tried to crash charity events where he appeared, distributed attack fliers at a talk he gave to students last spring, and compare him to Hurricane Katrina which drowned
innocents and gutted neighborhoods. We however are proud of Baldacci's
record, and want to caution students about his opponent, a State Senator named
Woodcock. John Baldacci voted against the Iraq War while in Congress, and as
Governor raised Maine's minimum wage, invested in community colleges, and
expanded civil rights. He has started wrestling with the nation 's healthcare crisis by introducing a program called Dingo, a program for which Woodcock
voted but now wants to kill Baldacci kept his promise to oppose raises in broad
based taxes, and eliminated taxes on business equipment. Extreme Woodcock
opposes family p lanning for women, wants to make discrimination legal again
in Maine, and offers no specific plans for the economy or healthcare. Defend
Maine from an extreme Republican takeover, vote for Governor John Baldacci.

LEAGUE OF PROGRESSIVE VOTERS
Baldacci

In a nation that values heroism, patriotism, and selfless service . Woodcock
began his adulthood serving two tours of duty in Vietnam. In a state that values education and the principled teaching of its young people, Woodcock taught
for nearly three decades in Maine public schools. Now serving his third term
in the State Senate, Woodcock is running for office in a state plagued by the
economic miscalculations of its current governor. Woodcock's proven record
of accountability, character, and leadership make him the clear choice to lead
Maine back to economic prosperity.
Last year Maine was one of only two states to decline in economic activity,
the other: hurricane-ravaged Louisiana. With the third highest tax burden in the
nation, and Governor Baldacci levying new taxes on any impulse (for such
things as owning a canoe, or walking in the woods), there is no conceivable
alternative other than the replacement of this ill-conceived administration that
has fostered Maine 's economic impotence. With innovative ideas and an
impressive background. Chandler Woodcock is the right choice to lead Maine.
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Governor Baldacci's first term fulfilled many core issues that the League
believes. His leadership in the fight for civil rig hts , commitment and support
to young people by establishing youth groups focusing on keeping Maine's
youth here, and his commitment to raising the bar around environmental standards made us proud. Under his leadership we saw an increase in the minimum
wage. He was Instrumental in vetoing LD 1481 which would have eliminated
local controls over community development We look forward to working with
him during the next four years.
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Statement on U.S. Senate race

U.S. Senator Olympia Snowe (R)

Olympia Snowe has been in Washington for over thirty years. According to
her campaign and the media, Snowe is a moderate and independent. She is
nowhere as extreme as Chandler Woodcock for example, and takes moderate
stands on choice, equality, and unlike Woodcock, agrees to meet with women's
groups and the NAACP. But on key issues, Snowe meets Republican demands;
on the Supreme Court, and Iraq. Democratic nominee Jean Hay Bright faces a
difficult road. We urge students to consider these facts: Snowe voted for the War
in Iraq, and now up for re-electron. Sen. Snowe acts deeply concerned yet does
not explicitly say she was wrong, and refuses to call for the resignation of
Defense Secretary Rumsfeld who has mismanaged the effort and let down our
troops. And Snowe offers no specific benchmarks for success. We respect Sen
Snowe, but it is time for a new direction on Iraq.

Sen. Olympia Snowe is often heralded as a consistent voice of moderation in
the consistently polarized atmosphere of the United States Senate. Overlooking
partisan politics, she votes for what she believes in, and for what is best for
Maine. As the most popular senator in the nation, with a 76% approval rating,
she gamers the respect of her constituents for the unwavering interest she shows
in their welfare. In 2005, when the U.S. Defense Department sought to reconfigure its military forces, Snowe's strong voice succeeded in saving Maine's
military bases from closure, saving thousands of Maine jobs. Presently, the
Senator continues to advocate on the behalf of Mainers as a member of the
Senate Finance Committee and the Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation. Unlike so many elected officials who have "forgotten where
they came from ", and rarely leave the Capitol to gain a better understanding of
what their constituents need, Snowe returns to Maine nearly every weekend.
This is part of what has made her such an effective senator and so beloved by
the people of Maine. Snowe deserves to return to Washington for a third term.

Hay Bright is running with real concern for issues like universal health care,
living wages, good jobs, and progressive taxation. She is pro-choice, antiNAFTA, and has a strong belief in the separation of church and state.
Many candidates claim these issues, but Jean actually walks the walk. She
understands our country's need for sustainable energy, has solutions for immigration issues, and since she is an organic farmer, she knows what it takes for
agriculture to be local and sustainable. She is the League's choice for US
Senate.

Scott D Amboise (R)

Michaud
Michaud has extensive leadership experience. He served many consecutive
terms in the Maine Legislature and Senate, and is now finishing up his first term
in the US House. During his time in Washington Mike worked hard to lower
prescription drug costs for seniors, as well as secure fuel assistance for low
income families (LIHEAP). Among many things, Mike pledges to continue creating new job opportunities in Maine, which he hopes will help quell the brain
drain in this state.
The League has seen Michaud deliver on many of the promises from his first
campaign, and if elected, we are confident he will continue to be a fierce advocate for Mainers. Although Michaud does not agree with us on every issue, we
will continue to support his smart responses to Maine's needs.
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Congressman Mike Midland (D)
Mike Michaud has represented Maine and Colby well. Before Congress,
Micha-td worked in paper mill and served as President of the Maine Senate.
While in Washington, Michaud has been an unusually effective and pleasant
advocate for Maine in the middle of the extremism, grandstanding, and corruption of the Republican majority; he passed 22 bills since being elected.
Michaud has fought for veterans, against Republican rate hikes on student
loans, to fully fund Clean Air Act programs, and for real healthcare reform,
and district development. Most of all, Michaud draws support not because of
his party or politics, but because of who he is as a person. He is as at home in
Congress as he is on a factory floor, or on campus, and is known as man of
integrity and charisma We endorse Michaud over his opponent who is both
inexperienced and lacks any understanding of complicated issues.
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Representative Lisa Marrache (D)
Lisa Marrache is currently a State Representative, and once served as a City
Councilor in Waterville's South End. In the legislature, Lisa has built an impressive record that has favored small business, expanding healthcare through
DirigoChoice, and against legal discrimination. Lisa recently spoke on campus
about the history of the South End, and is committed to representing Colby in
the Maine Senate. Lisa also has real life experience as mother, and also a practicing famil y doctor. Her opponent is a well known man from Wins low, Maine
but has no governmental experience or specific platform

Jean Hay Bright (D)
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Scott D'Amboise is a person with strong moral character and incredible
work ethic. He is a vocal advocate of community service and has been involved
with the Boy Scouts of America for fifteen years. Currently, Scott works in the
healthcare industry as an eye technician and also runs his own small business.
He has worked in various occupations, ranging from a steel mill worker to a
special education professional. His broad experience in different job fields
gives him an excellent perspective of all the challenges facing Mainers today.
Living on a modest income, Scott understands the difficulty of raising a family in Maine and is determined to make a difference for his family's future as
well as the people of the 2nd Congressional district. He is an individual that
will always put the interests of his constituents before lobbyists and special
interest groups. A vote for Scott . D'Amboise is a vote to restore trust and
accountability to the United States Congress.
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Thomas David (R)
The Maine State Senate has a razor thin Democratic majority and it looks
increasingly probable that Republicans will take over the chamber next session.
Davis is running to represent the people of Albion, Benton, Clinton, Waterville,
and Winslow. As the owner of a small business in Waterville, Davis is concerned
that Maine's heavy regulatory environment and high health care costs are hurting
small businesses. In Augusta, he will push for reforming the health insurance
market to give consumers more choices and drive down premiums. Having
talked with numerous other small business owners, Davis is convinced that lowering the state income tax will spur greater economic development. Under the
current system, most small business owners have to pay personal state income
taxes because they are sole proprietors. With one of the highest state income tax
rates in the nation, it is no wonder that businesses across the state are struggling.
If elected, Tom Davis will bring a fresh perspective and bold ideas to Augusta.

Maracbe

Marrache is running on a platform of better healthcare, government
accountability, and economic revitalization. She has 6 years of experience
in the Maine House. During that time he has worked hard for issues such
as human rights, and health care. She supports a woman's right to chose,
Dingo Health, Civil Unions, and a living wage. She opposes TABOR, and
is a strong advocate for the separation of church and state.
The League has seen Marrache in action, and knows her to keep her
promises. She digs deeper into issues, and always has a plan for how to
solve Maine problems. She's a physician and a mother who is committed
to issues like education and healthcare. We strongly support Marrache for
her strong leadership skills.
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Representative Marilyn Canavan (D)
Colby students have been proudly represented by Marilyn for nearl y six
years, as campus is geographically in her district. Marilyn once worked for the
Dean of Student 's office while raising a family. In the Legislature, Marilyn
Canavan fought for healthcare reform, school construction, to preserve the
Maine's environment, and for the mentally ill and disabled. Marilyn worked
directly with Colby students in improving life in Waterville's North End,
cleaning up run down houses, and secured state funding to clean an abandoned
toxic site in a working class section of Waterville. Marilyn regularly attends
Colby events and is proud of her connections to our college. She is protective
of students, and is adamant that they have a voice in the future of central
Maine. Canavan *s opponent refused to answer a student questionnaire sent to
him in October. Wc strongly endorse Marilyn Canavan.

QUESTIONI
DEMOCRATS

Question 1 on the Maine ballot is
known as TABOR. TABOR is financed
and designed by national right wing
organizations to test their ideas and use
states like Maine as laboratories for
their ideas. TABOR imposes a spending growth halt based on a formula
derived from populanon growth and
the Consumer Price Index Thus, the
first problem arises government does
not spend like a consumer, they do not
buy eggs, milk, and bread Government
buys things like emergency equipment

and invests in
infrastructure and
recovery after natural disasters. IABOK was tried in
Colorado. The result? Programs eliminated for medical vaccines , beating for
schools, almost every DMV office
closed. Colorado did experience economic growth during a time of
TABOR—but so did every other
Rocky Mountain west state. The environment became so unacceptable for
voters that Colorado voters eventually
repealed major provisions of TABOR.
TABOR does allow additional spending but only after 2/3 of a governing
body like a City Council or Legislature,
plus a majority of voters approve new

Mark (Toby) Tyler <K)

House Republicans will slow the state spending that has spun out of control
in recent years, will lower the state income tax , and will reduce the regulation
that discouraged businesses from setting up shop in Maine. Tyler is particularly concerned with Governor Baldacci's failed Dirigo Health initiative, which
has essentially monopolized the healthcare industry in the state. Neither of its
initial goals of expanding coverage and lowering costs have been realized. In
fact, premiums are set to rise by more than 20 % for the average Mainer next
year, and customers in Maine Pay approximately double the amount paid for
the same policy in New Hampshire. Tyler will advocate for reform that introduces more competition into the healthcare market, which will in turn drive
down costs. As a part of a new Republican legislature, Tyler will promote practical and thoughtful solutions for the problems Maine faces, instead of continuing to throw people 's hard earned money away.
spending. And there are more negatives
to TABOR—the complicated and
sometimes confusing formula of
TABOR leaves every level of government open to unending lawsuits from
right wing law groups upset about any
additional spending. TABOR is
opposed by Republicans, Democrats,
and groups like the AARP and Catholic
Archdiocese for Maine because of
those it will hurt. And TABOR will
lead to more lawsuits and more elections week after week just because
some extremists want to cripple government. And according to many investigations, TABOR does not limit taxes
and instead just shifts tax burdens from
government to government.

REPUBLICANS

Question 1 asks, "Do you want to
limit increases in state and local government spending to the rate of inflation plus population growth and to
require voter approval for all tax and
fee increases?" This proposition
would be highly beneficial to the citizens of Maine, halting the everexpanding state government from
levying more taxes on the already
beleaguered people of this state.
Maine already suffers from one of the
highest tax burdens in the nation and
its youth is leaving the state for the
potential of better job opportunities
and
lower
taxes
elsewhere.

Canavan
Canavan has worked in the Legislature for 6 years, and has extensive leadership experience in other state and local positions. She is running on a platform of good jobs, access to higher education, affordable healthcare, and a
clean environment. She is a strong advocate of woman's rights and the separation of church and state and supports a living wage. Canavan can be seen each
campaign season going to the door of every constituent!
The League heartily supports Marilyn's progressive agenda. We also
approve of her realistic solutions to problems of environmental conservation,
local participation in government, job creation, and more. She is so overqualified for this job, it 's not even funny.

Furthermore, as one of only two states
in the nation to experience negative
economic growth last year, it is imperative that taxes are not raised even
more. Something needs to be done to
ease the burdens on residents of this
state so that many do not continue to
leave. That solution is TABOR, which
forces the government to exercise
sound judgment and eliminate wasteful spending. Politicians in Augusta
have repeatedly demonstrated that
they lack this basic judgment and
should not be trusted to handle the
people's money.

LEAGUE

TABOR's proposed spending limits

are too rigid and take away local control over taxes. Every increase in
spending would require a 2/3 majority
vote by a city council, plus a majority
of citizens via publicly funded referendums (guess who pays for that? Joe
Public) If passed, this bill would do
away with majority-rule decisionmaking, and create a system in which
it is virtually impossible to respond to
the needs of a community Policy
research has shown that, if implemented, this legislation could cut funding
for many needed programs and services like fire, police, and schools. We
believe Maine has a tax problem, but
this is not the way to fix it. Please vote
no on 1.

Democracyf or the disenchanted: A voter's guide

By SUZANNE MERKELSON
OPINIONS EDITOR

I suppose this should be the column
where I plug voting, the electoral
process, and the democratic system in
general. It's important to get out there
and make your voice beard! Every
vote counts! Choose or lose! Rock the
vote! Vote or DIE (Thanks P. Diddy)!
I'm not sure if I buy it. I'm pissed
off at ^mocracy.I'm pissed off at the
electoral process. I've only had the
opportunity to vote once, but I'm still
pissed off at voting. I'm nineteen (and
have been enfranchised for less than
two years) and I'm already disillusioned and jaded with all of it. This is

supposed to be the idealistic time of
my life, right?
Because it doesn't really seem to
matter. Because financial contributions from big business and lobbying
by interest groups
seem to be what
actually makes decisions in Augusta
and
Washington.
Because sometimes
nine old people on
the Supreme Court
have a bigger say in
who wins elections
than the popular
majority. Because 1
only have two legitimate choices (and I
probably don't really like either of
them), and voting for any third option
would be "a waste of a vote." Because
most of the political process is tied up
in administrative red-tape bullshit.
Because democracy is kind of stale.

I think its time for a new political
system. Or maybe an old one. Let 's
go back to ancient-Greece style
democracy. Or let's try out something
socialistesque-it seems to
work
in
Scandinavia.
Perhaps
some
Government majors
can figure out an
entirely new system, without all the
flaws that tarnish
politics
in
the
United
States.
Democracy is a
good theory, but I
don't know how
well it 's working in
practice anymore.
I think the mirror in my room is a
pretty good analogy for American
democracy. It was fine for awhile, and
I could see my reflection with no
problem. But then I broke it during the

I'm pissed off at
democracy. I'm
pissed off at the
electoral
process....Thls is
supposed to be
the idealistic time
of my life, right?

third week of the semester-just a little
crack, no big deal. It was a little more
difficult to see myself in it, but still
usable. But as time passed, more and
more cracks appeared, pieces began to
fall out. Every morning is like getting
dressed in a funhouse, only more dangerous because of everpresent glass
shards. My image is no longer a proper representation of myself. However,
I'm too lazy to go out to the store and
buy a new one. So until the mirror gets
to be completely useless, I'm going to
stick with it
Democracy is kind of like my mirror. It was great in the beginning, but
over time, it 's getting worn out. It no
longer truly represents us, as
Americans, and it deceives us of our
own appearance. And, it 's kind of dangerous (just look at Iraq-how did we
end up there in the first place?).
I'm still going to vote. There's really no reason not to. But I really think
it's time to buy a new mirror, and
maybe a new political system, too.

The benefits of electing I Maine needs Woodcock
a Democratic Congress

By CHRIS APPEL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Democratic control of the House
and Senate would be a healthy change
for American democracy. The
Republicans' one-party control of the
Congress and White House over the
vast majority of the past six years has
resulted in three clear negative consequences: misguided fiscal policy, lack
of essential government oversight, and
unprecedented political corruption.
The most glaring
aspect
the
pt.
Republicans' policy
negligence is in managing America's fiscal
health. The differences between the
parties on policy
issues are most obvious in this regard.
While they espouse to
be the party of fiscal
responsibility, cong r e s s i o n a l
Republicans (with the
support
of
the
President) have ballooned both the federal deficit and debt to
record levels. The
Bush administration
has reigned over the largest fiscal
turnout in American history.
Unfortunately, it's been in the wrong
direction; the Bush administration has
turned a 10-year projected surplus (in
2001 at his inauguration) to projected
deficits for the foreseeable future. As
opposed to using the surplus to pay
down the debt, to solidify the fiscal
future of Medicare, Social Security,
and to invest in education , the
Republicans' priority was (and still is)
to lower tax rates.
Another vital role that a
Democratic Congress would play is
oversight over the executive branch.
Congressional Republicans made it
their policy to essentially not hold the

executive branch publicly accountable through hearings and investigations. While politically expedient, this
policy ultimately undermines public
trust in democratic institutions. Only
through public clamoring have congressional committees acquiesced to
investigations of the administration ,
most notably in Katrina and the Enron
accounting
fraud
bankruptcy.
Democratic control of Congress
would most certainly increase scrutiny of the executive branch. As the
Republican Congress failed in this
vital role, the Bush administration
became more brazen and less focused
on pursuing pragmatic policy. An
example of a counter factual difference is post-Iraq conflict planning.
Had Democrats controlled Congress,
the Bush administration would
have had to disclose and explain
its post-conflict
plan. With a
Republican-controlled Congress,
presenting a plan
to
lawmakers
wasn't
necessary- it was an
afterthought for
administration
policymakers.
Perhaps the
most glaring negative manifestation of one-party
rule is political
corruption. The
Republicans have certainly learned to
use government's role for illicit purposes- as do all omnipotent political
actors. The maxim that absolute
power corrupts absolutely reflects our
current political leadership. With no
check on their ethical behavior, congressional Republicans have engaged
in political corruption on an unprecedented scale. Their scandals are too
numerous to name. From Jack
AbramofTs illegal lobbying schemes
to Duke Cunningham's selling of
defense contracts, Washington has
become a haven for political corruption. The institutional corruption ,

Perhaps the most
glaring negative
manifestation of
one-party rule is
political corruption. The
Republicans have
certainly learned
to use the government's role for
illicit purposes

Continued on Page 7

By RALPH KETTELL
COP-TRIBt/TING WRITER
Next Tuesday, the citizens of
Maine will head to the polls and face
some critical decisions to make. Will
voters hold Governor John Baldacci
and the Democratic state legislature
accountable for their dismal economic record? Will discontent with
Maine's high taxes propel TABOR to
victory? Or will the smear tactics
employed by the governor's campaign team and special interest groups
be effective enough to scare Mainers
into voting for the status quo?
The answer to these questions is
unknown. What is becoming crystal
clear, however, is that Democrats will
stop at nothing to portray Chandler
Woodcock as a right-wing lunatic. At
Colby, baseless allegations are thrown
around all the time, whether it be
declaring that Woodcock is antiSemitic or that he would overturn the
anti-discrimination law upheld last
year. Considering the governor 's
weak track record on the economy
and taxes, it is not surprising that he
and his supporters would resort to
such tactics. Simply put, it is the only
way they stand a chance of winning.
His economic policies have proven
to be so disastrous that Maine was one
of only two states in the nation to
experience negative economic growth
last year. The other state was hurricane-ravaged Louisiana. With one of
the worst business climates in the
nation, it is no wonder that the economy is declining. The state is ranked
48th nationally in small business
friendliness according to the non-partisan Small Business Survival
Committee. In addition, Maine has
the third highest tax burden in the
country. These are all issues that the
governor is not willing to address.
Since taking office, he has raised
taxes and fees by $800 million.
Apparently, that is not enough for the
governor, who now favors increasing
the lodging tax. What a great idea!
Let's undermine the tourism industry,
which is one of the f ew bright spots

that the state can still point to.
Governor Baldacci's record on fiscal matters is equally troubling He
claims to have balanced a SI .2 billion
budget gap without raising taxes. This
pronouncement is riddled with lies.
While Baldacci did not raise broad
based taxes (i.e. the sales tax or state
income taxes), he did manage to raise
other taxes and fees by $800 million.
Even more disturbing is the fact that
he valued short-term political gain
more than Maine's future when drawing up his budgets. He leased the
state's liquor monopoly to a private
firm at a price of $125 million despite
his admission that the state would be
forgoing $26 million per year in profits for liquor sales. The result was a
loss of $ 135 million for the state over
a ten-year period. Baldacci tried to
pull the same trick with the state lottery commission, but fortunately was
thwarted. He wanted to tease it at a
price of $250 million for ten years,
despite the fact that it would have
brought in revenues of $400 million

I would encourage everyone at
Colby to have an
honest debate
about the issue
and research all
of the candidates.
during that time. Lastly, tbs governor
refinanced the state's debt in a politically calculated maneuver. While he
saved the state $178 million in payments for a two-year budget cycle, in
the long run he increased Maine's
debt burden from $5.5 billion to $7.9
billion. Rather than prioritizing and
making tough decisions to balance the
budget, John Baldacci looked out for
himself and has now made life even
tougher for the taxpayers of this state.
Sadly, even the centerpiece of his
agenda. Dingo Health, has turned out
to be a huge failure. When the program was initiated , the governor
declared that healthcare would
become more accessible and affordable for everyone. Well, that was all

EDITORIAL
Take some time to form
your own opinions
If you've been living under a rock, and this is the first article of this
week's Echo you've chosen to read, it is important for you to know that
Election Day is four days away. The vast majority of you are able to
vote in the upcoming elections, and we on the Echo staff highly encourage you to do so. But we're not going to tell you who to vote fin-.We're
not going to endorse any candidates or scream at you to vote Yes or No
on TABOR. We think you should decide all of that for yourself.
One of the necessities of participating in the election process if
understanding the issues at hand. Being enfranchised is not necessarily
a right , it's a privilege. And with that privilege comes the responsibility of doing research. We encourage you to vote, but more importantly,
we encourage you to comprehend what or whom it is you're voting for
or against. It's not enough to vote along the lines of a party you think,
you belong to, or vote for what your friends are voting for, or vote
according to what the signs posted around campus tell you.
Over and over we proclaim on this campus that we are citizens of
Waterville, and we want the rights and privileges that come -with that
status. Voting responsibly is a step towards earning that privilege.
Here in this week's Echo we hope to have provided you with a good
start to that research. Please consult our Voter's Guide on the opposite
page for more detailed information on the different positions of the
campus's three major political groups on state and federal elections, as
well as the infamous TABOR ballot initiative. Additionally, over the
past few weeks, we've included a great variety of views on the issues
in our Opinions section-but remember, these views are not the only
ones available to you. Read them, but remember that they are subjective beliefs and not objective facts. Take them with a grain of salt
In the coming days you have the opportunity-no, the rcsponsibihtyto educate yourself on who the different candidates are as well as the
different options on ballot questions and how their individual
stances/effects will influence your life. Look past party lines to figure
out what you really believe. Choose the candidates who will really
work for you, your views, and your needs as a citizen. If you look hard
enough you will most likely find that the candidate from the party you
most closely identify with in a race is not always the one that fits you
the best If you do not put in the time, it is not worth participating.

wishful thinking. In 2005, the ranks
of the uninsured in Maine rose by
11,000; next year, healthcare premiums are going to increase by an average of 20.5%. This should not be
surprising since all the healthcare carriers but one have fled the state since
the early 90s.
The most alarming statistic in this
debate is the 22% decline in Maine's
youth population since 1990. Maine
is a beautiful state and a great place to
raise a family, but unfortunately the
high taxes and economic stagnation
that have plagued the state are forcing
droves of young people to move
away. Chandler Woodcock has a comprehensive plan to address all of these
issues. His ideas include introducing
competition into the healthcare market to drive down costs and give consumers more choices, moving to a
zero-based budgeting system and performing a financial audit of all state
agencies, getting Medicaid spending
under control, reducing state income
taxes, pushing for the regionalization
of municipal services, and enacting
property tax reform.
I would encourage everyone at
Colby to have an honest debate about
the issues and research all of the candidates. Four candidates in the race
are attracting double digit support, so
I urge students to take the time to visit
their websites.

Students on the Street
What should this week's "Students on the Street" question be?

Read the newspaper
I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bass-en

Most students at Colby College
were bom in the late Eighties to early
Nineties, and because of those accidents, they can pull off stupendous
feats of electronic wizardry on a daily
basis. I can't even name the computer-intensive stuff , let alone the genius
of Blackberries and iPods and junk
like that. Every other person I pass
walking on campus is talking on the
telephone to her friend in New Delhi.
And perhaps the newspaper is
going the way of all of this gadgetiy,
the New York Times just quivering
there waiting to be downloaded onto a
huge computer screen or text-messaged to a cell phone. Odd matters
here; if you can get your news online,
why bother with newsprint and paper
and bins labeled The Echo. Who
reads an old-fashioned (out-dated?)
thing like a weekly newspaper, even if
it is the student newspaper of the college that you attend?
Well, I do! And not because the
Echo 's editorial staff lets me communicate with an audience of Colby people. I began writing occasional stories
Continued on Page 7

Blurring party lines and voting on each issue

By MEGAN DEAN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

1 have an affinity toward anything
regarding politics or current events. My
internet homepage is nytimes.com, I
watch the localnews on TV most nights,
and I would u-n-tatfvrather discuss immigration policy than the latest Hollywood
breakup. I emphasize "usually" because
there are tunes when I question whether
it 's worth the effort to debate political
issues. When I attempt to discuss the war
m Iraq, for example, whomever I talk to
immediately grumbles something along
the lines of "Republicans are such
morons." Such reactions come without
any mention of the Republican Party.
Bush, or even Rumsfeld, and are frustrating when I just want to discuss the
issues objectively.
I understand that it 's irrational to
expect someone to check his or her

party ties at the door when debating
political subjects: parties and politics
are inextricably intertwined. But it
seems that parties today are used in a
backward manner. I believe that you
should develop your positions on all
the issues before you choose to
become a Republican , Democrat,
Libertarian or Green.
Once you identify your
beliefs, you can make an
informed decision about
which party to join based
on which reflects those
opinions most fully.
Recently, however, I've
noticed the opposite: people who join a party and
subsequently orient their
beliefs to reflect those of
the chosen party.
People who do this
aggravate me for many
reasons. First, it 's really
just selling yourself short
If you derive your positions on issues from what
your party advocates, you are either
oblivious to or ignorant of your own
views. It 's similar to supporting or
opposing something based on what

your friends are doing, which is lame.
Sometimes it is difficult to form an
opinion on a particular subject because
the arguments on both sides of the issue
are logical. In such situations, however,
I find it more respectable to remain
undecided on the topic than to simply
assume the opinion of a party.
My second
problem with
people
who
define
their
beliefs rigidly
with those of a
particular party
is that it makes
talking with
them impersonal and essentially useless.
When I bring
up a political
subject with a
friend , I want
to know how
he or she feels
about
it
Unfortunately, I often get the impression that my friends aren't offering
their own personal opinions but rather
reciting the rhetoric of their party.

I'm tired of hearing from
Democrats how
the Republicans
have ruined the
nation or from
Republicans how
the Democrats
have no plan of
action.

Furthermore, just because one agrees
personalty with a party 's position on a
broad topic, such as the war in Iraq,
does not mean that he or she necessarily agrees with that party's stance on
details that are more complicated,
such as how to stop sectarian violence
or when the troops should come home.
The biggest fault of extreme loyalty
to one's party affiliation is the effect it
has on national politics. I'm tired of
hearing from Democrats how the
Republicans have ruined the nation or
from Republicans how the .Democrats
have no real plan of action. While
there might be truth in either of these
statements, both are repetitive and
unoriginal. Neither adds anything of
value to a discussion. Americans seem
convinced that one party is right on all
policies: fiscal and social, domestic
and international. They seem to overlook the possibility that while one
party may have a better plan for the
economy, another may have a superior
plan for health care, and still another
may have a better plan for the military.
Remember that when you vote on
Tuesday, and make your decisions
based on the issues, not the parties.

A vote for TABOR is a Economics of TABOR
vote for fiscal sanity

By ADAM MARVIN
CONTRIBUTING WRfTER

In the previous edition of the Echo,
1 wrote about some common antiTABOR myths that are often used to
justify opposition to the referendum.
Having addressed the arguments of my
opponents, I will now explain how the
people of Maine will benefit from the
enactment of TABOR.
Most Mainers are aware that their
state
government
taxes them at an
unusually high rate
What many do not
know is that in tenns
of combined state
and local taxes as a
percent of income.
Maine has the highest tax burden of all
fifty states. This is
not merely a result of
the Baldacci administration's mismanagement Maine has
held this dubious
honor smcc 1997.
It is time to face
the reality that state
spending in Maine
is out of control. As college students,
we are uniquely suited to ignore this
disturbing situation, since we generally do not pay property taxes and are
only mildly affected by the state
income and sales taxes. To gain an
understanding of the severity of the
problem, however, one needs only to
consult an unemployed for ner mill
worker. Additionally, the crushing tax
burden ensures a continued lifetime of
hardship for the one Mainer in ten

who lives below the poverty line.
Having recognized that state and
local spending is out of control, what
can we do rectify the situation?
Simply put Maine's taxpayers need a
bill of rights that requires the legislature to receive their explicit consent
for every tax or spending increase.
Enter TABOR. Rather than forcing
drastic spending cuts that might
threaten needed government programs, TABOR merely increases the
procedural hurdles that must be navigated in order to raise taxes or
increase spending. Control of governmental spending is put back where it
belongs: in the hands of the people.
In essence, TABOR functions by
requiring legislative supennajorities to approve any
proposed tax or
expenditure
i n c r e a s e .
Subsequently, the
proposed increase
is sent to the people
as a popular referendum, where it
must be approved
by a simple majority. Should Maine's
record-breaking
taxation as a percentage of its citiincomes
zens'
prove insufficient,
it will be up to the
taxpayers (in the form of the state's
voting population) to approve the
increases.
The governor and state legislature
have continuously demonstrated their
unwillingness to solve Maine's spending problem. Before the situation
worsens further, we must enact measures that will ensure that our elected
officials arc working in our best interests. I urge you to vote Yes on
Question 1 on Nov. 7.

...Maine 's taxpayers need a bill of
rights that
requires the legislature to
receive their
explicit consent
for every tax or
spending
increase.

By JACOB ROUNDTREE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"BOO, Scary Tax Law." This is a
pre-dominant description of TABOR
on this campus. Being that economics
is my principal mode of thought I
will first attempt to give a broad definition of TABOR, then analyze the
economics of TABOR, to which I will
follow up with an analysis of its political ramifications.
TABOR would basically bef a
restriction on the budgets of government by limiting spending growth to
the rate of inflation plus population
growth. Simultaneously, it would limit
the governments' ability to raise taxes
by forcing any proposed tax increase
to be approved by two-thirds of the
legislature. Put succinctly, the goal of
TABOR is to balance the budget,
return money to the citizens to promote economic growth and to instill
accountability in the government
Jack Drury wrote in the Oct. 6,
Echo: "The government spends on....
things that change at a very different
rate than inflation." Well my immediate response after reading this claim
by Drury was to figure out the rate of
government price inflation. After a bit
of research, I came across a statistical
analysis performed by economist
Donald Lacombe of Ohio University
that highlighted how the government
pricing index (GPI) typically rises 200
basis points over that of the consumer
price index (CPI). Now excuse the
heavy emphasis on mathematics but
take a look below as a few basic calculations are performed:
GPI-CPI= 2%
Now we roust take into account the
population aspect of the TABOR formula. Based on a ten-year average of

annual population growth that would
be a 3.83% increase in Maine.
3.83%-2%= 1.83%
Thus, TABOR would cause government spending to be able to rise 1.83%
a year. So why would conservatives and
libertarians be in favor of TABOR and
why would liberals fight it so fervently?
1. It forces the government to have
to make real cuts in spending and
taxes and then switch gears when no
one is looking. Because of the
TABOR equation, if the government
cut spending this year, next year it
could only increase spending up to a
level agreeable with population
growth and inflation.
2. It encourages the government to
make structural changes instead of just
throwing money at problems and
claiming victory. This owes to the
massive inefficiencies that come with
central planning. For example, the
Dingo Health Reform Act has Maine
families paying S139S a month versus
$586 which is what families pay in
New Hampshire for near identical coverage.
3. It makes the government accountable for every dollar, especially if we,
as enlightened students, do our part to
make TABOR work and keep citizens
informed about the spending priorities
of the Maine House.
TABOR failed in Colorado not
because it 's a bad system, but because
of poor governance. However, Maine
is of a different dynamic; it is a very
small state and it has a vibrant academic population in the form of the
College League of Progressive voters,
the Maine College Democrats and the
Maine College Republicans. We must
unite to make TABOR work by keeping our eye on every slip-up by the
Maine government. I must commend
the League of Progressive Voters for
their civic activism but now that I
have debunked some of the myths of
TABOR, I call upon them to re-direct
that energy to working with Maine
College Republicans and Democrats
in making TABOR work for every citizen of Maine.

The Internal Enemy: A historical comparison for the US
By MILAN BABIK

CONTRIBUTI NG W RITER

For several years now, the United
States military has been scouring die
mountains of Afghanistan and the
deserts of Iraq in pursuit of that most
dangerous and elusive of foes: the
Internal Enemy. The justification for
the hunt has not changed much since
it began. Blending into its native environment like a chameleon, we are
told, the Interna] Enemy plots war and
destruction in an evil attempt to block
the peaceful and democratic inclinations of the ordinary Iraqi and Afghan
people Exposing and neutralizing the
Internal Enemy is top priority, or else
it will go on terrorizing the everyday
folk in the Middle East submerge the
entire region in chaos, and lash out
against the United States in a 9/11
sequel. Notable successes have been
achieved in the hunt such as the capture of Saddam Hussein and the
killing of his two sons. Yet the
Internal Enemy continues to strike
and vanish time and again. How much

longer is it going to take to find and
annihilate it? How many more
American lives?
I have never been to Afghanistan
nor Iraq, nor again do I know how to
use a gun, let alone hunt with it. Alt
the same, I feel supremely qualified to
answer the above questions. This is
because
I
was
bom
in
Czechoslovakia, which spent over
two decades chasing
down its own version
of
the
Internal
Enemy-and provided
me and my fellow citizens with a handful
of pragmatic insights
into the phenomenon.
The hunt began well
before I was bom: on
the balmy night of
August 20, 1968, when
two hundred thousand
Warsaw Pact troops
spearheaded by die
Red Army entered the
country. Fed up with the sight of poor
Czechoslovaks oppressed by the
Internal Enemy, the Soviet Union
decided to offer brotherl y assistance.

Ordinary Czechoslovaks were rather
ashamed that foreign troops were needed in their country, but at least the sudden appearance of the Soviet tanks
emboldened and encouraged them.
Having realized what was happening,
they started plucking and exchanging
traffic signs throughout the entire country Speed limits doubled in sharp
curves and dropped on wide straightaways, roads to
Prague suddenly
took one in the
direction
of
Moscow. Now that
help had finally
arrived, it was necessary to contuse
the Internal Enemy,
prevent it from
escaping, and finish
it off. At least this is
how I understood it
at first
When I was
born eleven years
later, the Internal Enemy was still on
the loose and the Red Army had no
other option but to make itself at home
in Czechoslovakia. One of its mecha-

...I was born in
Czechoslovakia,
which has spent
over two
decades chasing
down its own
version of the
Internal Enemy

nized brigades resided right next to
our house and surrounded it with tenfoot concrete walls, barbed wire on
top. My heart rejoiced at the sight of
the sturdy barricades. No Internal
Enemy would ever get to us. The
courageous Soviet soldiers protected
us well. I spent hours peeking through
the cracks and observing the activity
in the barracks. A sprawling platform
the size of a football field; half a dozen
T-32 tanks with guns pointed menacingly forward; scattered refueling
trucks with "
o" ("flammable") written on the cisterns; Katyusha
rocket launchers; armored personnel
carriers; a large pile of grenades rusting in the coraer-I felt perfectly safe.
Mum seemed to have a different opinion and frequently threw a fit when
she caught me glued to the wall; especially the rusting ammunition disturbed her for some reason. Dad had to
pull me aside and explain that I had to
be more careful. In certain situations,
he said, Mum displayed the properties
of a Katyusha and turned highly
"
o". I had to tread gently.
Observing a Katyusha through the
cracks was fine; trying to detonate one

LETTERS
An open letter lo Colby Collegeon the
disastrouseffects of MtiOli
We, the undersigned, urge you to
vote "No" this Nov. 7 on an issue
which will shape Maine 's fiiture.
Referendum 1, "The Taxpayer 's Bill
of Rights" (TABOR), is a law which
limits the amount our state can spend
to help its citizens. TABOR was created by a conservative think tank, The
Heritage Foundation, and is a direct
attack by the right to limit the power
of government and support the privatization of public institutions. Their
hope is that when Maine no longer can
support its programs, it will sell them
to big business.
TABOR ties increases in state
spending to inflation, but the price of
state purchases increases faster than
that - this means the state will not
have enough money to provide basic
services. Budget cuts will slash much
needed social services including education , health care, and emergency &
disaster relief. It will force numerous
and costly local referenda for minor
fee increases and for small expenditure increases above TABOR's proscribed
limit.
TABOR
is
[undemocratic] because it takes away
the power of our elected officials.
In 1992, Colorado voters passed
TABOR, which was disastrous for
their state. Thanks to TABOR,
Colorado fell to last place in spending
on public education and currently has
one of the lowest high school graduation rates in the country. U Colorado
tuition increased 21% and as a result
student: * had to move out of state for
affordable education. Colorado now
has the highest rate of uninsured lowincome children in the nation and
unemployment has more than doubled since 2000. By 2005 ,
Coloradoans were so fed up with
TABOR that they voted to suspend it.

How will TABOR affect Colby?
Since it limits government spending,
there will not be enough money to
provide basic services to the town of
Waterville. For example, it currently
takes 36 hours to plow all the snow in
town—with TABOR it will take 72
hours. MaineGeneral might not have
enough money to repair some of thenambulances (if you're sick, hopefully
you'll make it down the unplowed hill
in your roommate's car). If you live in
Maine, you 'll hope your relatives
have good insurance because the state
definitely won't be able to help.
Colby's environmentalists will be sad
when Maine does not have enough
money to maintain its coasts and
lakes, to say the least. And the list
goes on...
Rides to the polls will be offered on
Election Day, Nov. 7. Maine allows
same-day voter registration and you
only need your Colby ID. Watch the
General Announcements for more
details.
Remember though, it 's not just
about Colby-it's about Maine too. We
spend the majority of the year in state,
which gives us the privilege to consider ourselves Maine residents Help
fight brain drain. Protect the rights of
students and the elderly. Care for the
environment. Give back to your community. Protect democracy. This Nov.
7, you can make sure Maine will
remain the way life should be, so vote
NO on TABOR!
Sincerely,
The League of Progressive Voters
Students Against Sexual Assault
Students Organized Against Racism
Four Winds
The Colby Democrats
Musicians Alliance
The Sailing Club

[Learning to love the choices we 've made]
cleaned, people to be fed, and relationshi ps to make. And honestly,
Colby? We could stand for some
good publicity in the Morning
Sentinel.Let's get serious here.
More
importantly
though,
because I know that we all need to
let loose and have fun sometimes,
By MARIAH BUCKLEY
have you ever checked out the
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
shows at the Opera House? A movie
at Railroad Square? There are bowlEvery story has a prologue of some ing alleys, cute restaurants, unique
sort, so let me preface mine with this: shops on Main St, bars and night
Four years ago, I had never touched clubs, art exhibits, museums and
alcohol. Crazy, right? A high school concerts right under our noses.
girl NOT drinking? LAME. Actually, Maybe publicity for those events
I did have two girls decide for me needs to be better. Maybe we need to
once in chemistry class junior year see if some of these venues can get
that I was going to look back on my events going that are more aimed
youth with lots of regret because I had towards our age group I do know
never gotten wasted.
that there are
people in this
And I mean, between
community
competitive dancing,
who wish that
performing in musivolunteering,
they'd se« our
cals,
working and taking
bright, shiny
AP courses I TOTAI^
faces a little
more oiten-they
LY had time for hang oven. If only I had
just don't know
listened to those girls,
how to reach
us.
man, my life could've
ROCKED. Right
And here I
Fast forward: I'm
draw my conand
clusion.
We can
21, 1 go to Colby,
all talk, right? In
I've studied abroad. I
can safely say that I've
feet, I know just
trom sitting in
had my tair snare ot
class that we
tun nights, horrible
mornings and "I will never do a tequi- LOVE to express our opinions 'til we
la shot again" declarations. I'm not turn blue in the bee. So why not let
perfect. However, the reason I drink Waterville know what you think?
once in awhile has nothing to do with Share your ideas, talk to people, get
a lack of better things to do in involved. I promise it'll make your
Waterville. Actually, I sometimes time here a lot more meaningful.
wonder if community involvement is
Plus, like it said on the backs of alt
my extracurricular activity or If my those Burst the Bubble t-shirts: "We
homework is. Hopefully none of my are exactly where we have chosen to
professors are reading this.
be." Regardless of everything else,
As some of you may or may not you are at Colby College right now
know, last week was Burst the which means you are living in
Bubble Week at Colby. Speaking on Waterville, Maine. This is your home
behalf of the Colby South End and your community. Have pride in
Coalition, I can safely say that we where you arc and try to make the
have plenty for all of you to do in best out of the time you have here.
Waterville, if you have any desire to Give Waterville the chance it
get off this hill. There are children to deserves.
be mentored, neighborhoods to be

Have pride in
where you are and
try to make the
best out of the
time you have
here. (Htve
Waterville the
chance it
deserves.

)

in our kitchen was not.
It was on my sixth birthday that my
worldview and sense of security were
smashed into a thousand pieces and
the Internal Enemy and the Red Army
appeared in an entirely different light.
The person responsible for it was
Grandpa, up to that point generally
uninvolved in my rearing process.

Now he stepped forth and took over
from my parents. He sat me down on
the garden bench, handed me a slice
of his apple, and asked me a simple
question: "Well, you little fart, what
do you think about all these soldiers
and tanks we've got here?"
Continued on Page 7

The magical addictiveness of iced coffee Shattering the stigmas of mental health

By SAM JONES

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In recent years, iced coffee has
become a staple of the average
American's diet. Dunkin' Donuts and
Starbucks have popped up all over the
nation, capitalizing on such a lucrative market Dunkin ' Donuts even
changed their slogan from "Time to
make the Donuts" to "America Runs
on Dunkin '." And really, they're right.
Hi, I'm Sam Jones, and I'm an iced
coffee addict.
I first became addicted my senior
year of high school. I didn't like regular, hot coffee so I was skeptical at
first (Hot coffee is stupid. You get it
hot but then can't even drink it until
it's tepid, and at that point it's just
gross). My friend had me try a French
Vanilla iced coffee from Dunkin'
Donuts and from then on, I was
hooked. The power of caffeine is evident in chocolate and soda, but it
doesn 't quite have the pick-me-up of
coffee. Needless to say, the moment
that sweet nectar hit my lips, I knew
there was no turning back.
I started wondering, when did iced
coffee first come about? For years,

people always drank their coffee hot.
This ice phenomenon only began in
recent years. I imagine the breakthrough went a little something like
this: Some guy Oct's call him Fred)
was tired of having hot coffee on hot
summer days. He, tike many others,
enjoyed the pick-me-up of coffee, but
didn 't like dealing with the heat. One
day, after brewing his morning pot of
coffee he decided to wait a little while
until it was room temperature. He

...the only reason
I'm angry is
because I spilled
my coffee and
ruined my clothes.
It doesn't hurt me
physically, just
emotionally.
then put a little cream and sugar in it.
Then, he reached in his freezer,
grabbed a few ice cubes, and popped
them into his cup. And bang. Instant
classic. He sold his idea to Dunkin
Donuts and now has a sweet mansion
in St. Bart's, and sails on his yacht
daily, surrounded by hundreds of

supermodels, while sipping on gallon
after gallon of the iced coffee he
helped invent.
In high school, I only drank iced
coffee occasionally. I think the
moment I really started drinking it
consistently was when I arrived at college and started drinking heavily. I'm
no alcoholic, believe me, but after a
night of "too-much" consumption,
there's nothing like an iced coffee.
Steve Sandak '07, has referred to it as
"liquid crack." He agrees that there is
no better cure to a hangover than a
nice, large cup of iced coffee. Matt
Hirsch '08 has referred to it as "better
than sex." This is our reality, people.
Iced coffee has a devoted fan base. It
works wonders.
Regular coffee just doesn't do it for
me. It 's too antiquated. I like the contemporary feel of iced coffee. I want
to thank "Fred" for his innovative
thinking. Hot coffee has caused nothing but problems throughout the years
(example: multi-million dollar lawsuit
McDonald's had to pay to woman
who burned herself with their coffee).
When I spill iced coffee on myself,
the only reason I'm angry is because I
spilled my coffee and ruined my
clothes. It doesn 't hurt me physically,
just emotionally.
So, fellow coffee-drinkers, I hope
my stepping forth and acknowledging
my addiction helps you to do the
same. It 's okay to be addicted. Just be
proud of it

Making East Quad the place to party

By EMMA GILDESGAME
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It's Saturday night at Colby
College. We just got back from the
SPB concert, and the first-years in our
dorm are hanging out. Music is blasting down my hallway-three different
songs, but nobody really cares. Ten or
so freshmen are crowded onto a bed in
a double, a small group of girls is sobbing over The Notebook , some guys
are playing video games in a room
upstairs, and an intense game of poker
is taking place in another. The difference between this group of students
and other students hanging out all
over campus? There isn't one drop of
alcohol on the premises. Yes, this
scene is typical of a Saturday night
with the first-years of East Quad.
Living in Chem-Free, I've never seen
a "clear divide" between those who
drink here and those who don't We can
go to parties in Dana and Heights when
we want to, and there are many people
who take breaks from their busy partying schedule to hang out in East Quad.
And yes, we have fun without alcohol

There's a LOT to do on campus (and off
campus for that matter-Waterville doesn't count as "rural Maine"-drive 50 or 60
mi les north on 95 to see what rural
Maine's really like). If Colby students
drink because we have nothing better to
do, why do students at city schools such
as NYU, U of Miami, and even Harvard
party just as much as we do-if not more?
So what do we do in East Quad?
Tuesday night, October 10, two guys
who live in the basement decided to

We can go to
parties in Dana
and Heights
when we want
to, and there are
many people
who take breaks
from their busy
partying schedule to hang out
in East Quad.
put on suits and parade up and down
the halls for "10/10." This simple act
quickly turned into a celebration
of.October? The class of twenty-/en?

The fact that we were ten days away
from fall ball? Whatever the reason,
almost three-quarters of East Quad's
33 first-years gathered in formal wear
in the lounge at 10:10 for sparkling
cider toasts, a ten second dance party,
and a Beirut tournament Yes, we play
chem-free Beirut. And it's just as
much fun as drunken Beirut Really, it
is.
The night of a friends ' birthday,
we...ermm... "acquired"... a huge tub of
raspberry swirl ice-cream from Foss.
We sat in our lounge, along with friends
from other dorms, and finished the
entire thing. Towards the end, when we
were all ready to never see another
spoonful of melted pink raspberry stuff,
one valiant guy chugged the rest Sugarhigh fun ensued.
We play ping pong and video
games, watch movies, turn our hallways into golf courses, sit around and
talk about anything from the Red Sox
to religion, have spontaneous dance
parties and massage circles, go to concerts and dances, take walks and play
football. Whatever we're doing, we
manage to have a lot of fun. And hey,
we can party any night of the week!
We're not in chem-free because we
think nobody should drink; we're in
chem free because we choose not to
drink all the time. It doesn't matter
what anyone else does, but it's important to know that there are definitely
ways to have sober fun on campus.

BASSETT: ExtremeImportanceof readingyour collegenewspaper
Continued From Page 5
for the Aberdeen [SDJ American
News in 1948. After flirting with my
era's electronic gadget—AM A FM
radio—I contributed to my high
school literary magazine at the behest
of my buddy 's, Big Ears King's, girlfriend. And at the University of South
Dakota, I wrote a weekly column for
four years (1952-1956).
But 1 am jolted out of my weekly
pride of place by chance encounters
with the very people who should be
The Echo 's most avid readers. Last
week I was casually chatting with a

first-year student about trivia.
"What do you do in retirement," she
asked. "Well, I play classic jazz on
WMHB." "OK." "And I write a column for the Echo " "Really ! I don 't
read the Echo."
Don t read the Echo? How can
you skip the weekly ritual that is the
record of all good, great, and awful
on Mayflower Hill? Sure, the Times
may claim to have all the news
that 's fit to print, but it doesn 't have
all the sports accounts, and news
stories on the Trustees ' actions, and
the latest slur of Steve Sandak. And
the wonderfully amusing trivia in
Bassett 's space.

I'm nearing 75, and I have been
reading the Echo since 1969, writing
for it since 2002. Now, I don 't have
an essay due in X class or a problem
set or a painting, but twenty weekly
minutes with the Echo is mandatory.
What are yout some kind of electronic snob? Come off it! The Echo
is one whole side of Colby that
counts for lots.
So don't tell me you skip the Echo.
I don 't want to know what better you
have to do; I don 't even want to guess.
But it's better than what's going on in
New Delhi.

APPEL: It's necessaryto bringa Democraticmajoritybackto Congress
Continued From Page 5
especially in the House, led to the
downfall of Tom Delay, the former
House majority leader. Many key
members of the House leadership and
committee chairmen have been forced
to resign over ethical violations and

criminal indictments. The corruption
reached a low point when the
Republican leadership attempted to
circumvent the Ethics Committee (a
non-partisan committee) to evade
publicly admitting Tom Delay's ethics
violations.
Fortunately, many Americans
agree that a change is needed in

Congress. Democratic candidates in
generic polls lead Republicans by
over 15 percentage points. It's vital
that you as Colby students understand
the importance of balancing the
power of government. Electing
Democrats to Congress will result in
a transparent and ultimately more
effective federal government.

Please recycle this Echo!

By RINEVirni

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"I don 't want to open a file. "
These words freeze something in me.
"I'm not like that..it's just for people
who are really, really, really desperate."
"What would anyone think of me?"
Sometimes I wonder why people
are afraid. Why do they believe that
because they want to help themselves,
their peers will look at them askance,
muttering behind their backs?
They are afraid because they realize
that there is fear around the issue of
discussing one's emotional health.
For some reason, there is a stigma
around seeing a counselor or otherwise seeking help. Those who seek aid
from a counselor, instead of emotional reinforcement all too often receive
a cold shoulder from other people.
And for those with a diagnosed mental illness, life just gets rougher; they
now have a name for what makes
society frightened of them. It is no
wonder, then, that so many are afraid
of seeking assistance.
In some aspects, we as a society
are responsible for this. When we hear
of public figures who have received
treatment or therapy, the rumors begin
to fly: Did she/he attempt suicide? Did
she/he "go crazy", have a breakdown,

become violent? We, alternatively,
should not sit and stare as if they are
animals in a zoo. Instead of sitting
back and criticizing the choice as one
of weakness, we should be supportive
of a positive health decision.
This scenario is also true of public
officials. Some who are interested in
a political career claim that "opening
a file" is a damning gesture. The
general population , yet again, does
nothing to dispel this. We simply
continue to spurt bits of insecurity.

...there is too
much of a societal pressure to
isolate and
ignore. We must
ask ourselves
why we exclude
those who need
acceptance the
most.
For example, rumors have been
spread about Senator John McCain's
ability to run for office because of
being "unstable." While these
assumptions were unfounded , the
mental image of McCain has been
warped substantially.
We cannot be supportive of others
in that regard; there is too much of a

societal pressure to isolate and
ignore. We must ask ourselves why
we exclude those who need acceptance the most. Perhaps we are simply afraid of deviant behavior; if such
is the case, then we truly need to
work to be more inclusive, in all
aspects of life. If going against the
grain is truly that disturbing, we, as a
society,truly have an enormous problem on our hands.
Some who do not support public
figures who have sought mental help
claim that those who do seek such aid
are "unstable" and unsuitable for their
respective posts. This is a ludicrous
claim. This column was not written in
support of maniacal persons, who,
even after therapy are unable to make
rational decisions, simply those who
have sought help to better themselves
and are ready and able to function in
society. I find it odd that people are
worried not about policy decisions
(there are many government actions to
criticize, goodness knows), but a
small aspect of a private life that has
been made public.
It must be made clear that "opening
a file"-which is, in fact, a confidential
act-is not a negative action, but a positive one. By perpetuating such a
viewpoint, we force those who need
assistance, however much it is, to seek
such aid in shame. We have a responsibility-no, an obligation-to allow others to realize their full potential. By
treating those who seek counseling
(and other treatments) with respect,
we can, at long last, begin to shatter
the stigma.

Some public disp lays of admiration

By KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As a digression from my streak of
articles that have been at least tangentially related to violence, I thought I'd
take two weeks to offer a pale imitation of Stephen Colbert's 'Tip of the
Hat/Wag of the Finger," minus the
satire since it's not so much my forte.
This week, five items I' m pleased
with; next week, five items that irritate me. Maybe you'll agree, maybe
not. But without further ado, I tip my
hat to:
1) SPB : Led by Meaghan
Fitzgerald '08, this crew has done a
very commendable job of keeping the
campus alive on weekends, deprived
as they are this year of a proper student union in general, and the Spa in
particular. Considering also the pretty
significant changes in their executive
board since last year, they seem (to
me, at least) to be more than adequate
in the Running Smoothly department.
I really don't think these ladies and
gents ever get enough credit so I hope
my hat 's not the only one being
tipped, especially since I don 't even
actually own a hat.

2) Carolyn Plant '04: The latest
addition to the team over at
Admissions, and the new coordinator
of student volunteers. I didn't realize
until I became a tour guide this year
just how wild things can get over
there, not to mention all the traveling
the Admissions staff does. Barely two
years out of the grinder that is Colby,
Carolyn came back, and with some

SPB....I hope my
hat's not the
only one being
tipped, especially since 1 don't
even actually
own a hat.
help from veteran volunteers she's
enthusiastically running a tight ship.
You, madam, are awesome.
3) The chai latte in Foss: Dude. My
friends Jim and Cynthia drink this
most nights we're there, which this
year is a lot. Curious, I tried it on a
whim last Friday, and was immediately chat 's newest fan. I intend to never
guide another tour without it.
4) Opinions: I admit, I've had no
contact with the other writers of this sec-

BABIK: ChasingdowntheInternalEnemy
Continued From Page 6
I consideredthe answer self-apparent The Internal Enemy was dangerous and could strike anywhere and
anytime, I said, but it would run away
at the mere sight of a single Soviet
tank and a few brave soldiers. I saw a
picture of this situation in my school
book. Sometimes the tanks were a bit
scary, I admitted, such as when they
rolled out in the middle of the night
and my younger brother started bawling and hid in my bed and peed on
both of us, yuck. Other than that, however, I liked the tanks a lot In fact I
wanted to drive a tank when I grew
up. Grandpa could drive it with me, of
course. We would combat the Internal
Enemy together and then the war
would be over.
For a moment Grandpa sat still and
said nothing. Then he threw up his
arms and took off. He had displayed
some deeply puzzling behavior
before, such as hurling rotten tomatoes from our greenhouse across the
wall, but nothing of this sort:
"Internal Enemy!" he ripped
through the garden like a tornado.
"The little worm wants to combat the
Internal Enemy, did you hear that?" he
shouted at my parents. "Well, where is
the Internal Enemy, where?" He
turned to the Soviet barracks. "Am I

tion, but I still offer them a semi-selfcongratulatory pat on the back, especially fellow regulars Ryan, Zach, Carolina,
and of course our fearless leader
Suzanne. No, I don't always agree with
everyone's articles, and the alcohol
scene debate will probably never end (I
admit to sharing guilt in its perpetuation). But I've found each week's
assortment of op-eds interesting, engaging, and a Civil Discourse that never
fails to be just that I hope and expect
that we'll keep this ball roiling.
5) The first-years in East Quad
(FYEQ): Because I know that at least
one of them will probably read this.
This is on a more personal note.
Saturday night we had our second fire
alarm of the month, this one caused
(to my understanding) by birthdaybash-throwing, fire-aud-smoke-wielding FYEQ in the basement. Not gonna
lie, guys: we were a little bitter. But!
While waiting in the wet, some of us
decided to make a brief trip to
Oktoberfest for a few slices of pie. We
returned with a whole one. And we
may have dashed back in and out less
than half an hour later to execute a
lig htning raid for another half pie, and
to fill Ziploc bags with cheese and
crackers. So, in all seriousness,
FYEQ: from the bottoms of five
sophomore hearts (and seven sophomore stomachs), thanks for jolting us
out of lethargy for a whimsical, gluttonous night.

turning traffic signs throughout the
country,
the
citizens
of
Czechoslovakia had finally achieved
blind? Reveal yourself, villain! You," their purpose; I now understood it corhe pointed at Grandma, "Can you help rectly. The Internal Enemy was
me look?!"
expelled. We were free. The war was
He spent the next two hours franti- over. Following Grandpa 's lead,
cally chasing the Internal Enemy Czechoslovakia had brought an end to
through every comer of our house: its Kremlin-induced constipation ,
under the beds and in the fridge , in the dumped the Red Army in the toilet
chimney and attic , inside the TV and flushed.
The images come back to me in
(which he took apart), in matchboxes,
socks, kitchen pots, and empty beer vibrant colors nowadays, as I watch
bottles-to no avail. Just as we expected the hunt for the Internal Enemy in the
him finally to admit failure, he sud- Middle East and keep hearing the
denly stopped swearing, raised his question, "How much longer is it
forefinger, and made a solemn going to take?" I cannot help laughing
announcement: "Ah, I know where the at the Kafkaesque absurdity of the sitInternal Enemy lurks." He disappeared uation. The answer is blaringly simin the bathroom and, after a minute or ple: the Internal Enemy will remain in
two, reemerged fastening his belt with the region exactly as long as, and not
one hand and holding his nose with the a day longer than , the American
other. "Got him. I've just liberated troops. That nobody has noticed the
myself. Go take a look. Flush the toilet obvious (or, better, dares not notice it
aloud) evokes in me the same feeling
when you're finished."
I was not allowed to go in and wit- of insanity as had overtaken Grandpa
ness the great act of Grandpa's libera- on my sixth birthday. I will try to be
tion. When I asked my parents what it patient with America; after all , its
looked like, they did not say a word. sixth birthday in the twenty-first cenOnly Grandma provided a description tury does not take place until
of sorts, exclaiming that Grand pa left 9/11/2007. If it still wants to combat
"a large stain on our dear Lord's the Internal Enemy then, however, I
world." In the end, however, I did not will have no other option but to run to
miss much, for within four short years the bathroom and perform the same
the act transpired in the open. One by act as Grandpa.
Dad later described it to me as **a
one, the Soviet tanks rolled out of the
barracks one last tjme-and went back turd the size of Siberia."
to Moscow never to be seen again.
I will describe it as "a turd the size
Twenty-one years after plucking and of Texas."

this week
FRIDAY, NOV. 3
• International Coffee Hoar
4 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• n_-cSBeaee at*the I ¦¦>¦
lOfUD.
AieyOOS
SATURDAY, NOV. 4
• Mask at Catby Series: CeBIT
Jan Baad Fan Concert:
Nefr-Bop awl Beyond
7-M pjn.
Given Audiconum
• Stadent
Pragra-aaa-ag
Board HaBcrweea Daaee!
lO run.
Page Commons
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 8
• Freethinker.
6 pjn.
Bob's Private Dining hall
• Folk Night

7 pa

Mary Low Coffeehouse
• The Colby Oattag Club
presents Warrea Miller
8 pjn.
Given Auditorium
THURSDAY, NOV. 9
¦Open Mk Night
5 pjn.
Foss Dining Hall

The battle between
Shaw's cheapest wines
By ERICA ANNON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Here at 79 North Street we decided the beer review needed a change of
pace. Rather than reviewing the same
old types of beer, we decided to do a
review of wine because we are big
fans of the grape juice. The
Chardonnays we reviewed were all on
sale at Shaw's the day we went and
so there really was no rhyme or rea-

Bemhard
thought it tasted
"kind of funny"
and ...[Gango]
was upset but
drank it anyways
(as we all did).
son to the choices, other than that they
were cheap. After selecting Jacob's
Creek Chardonnay, Yellow Tail
Chardonnay and Covey Run
Chardonnay, we popped the corks to
get our Thursday evening started. We
began with the favorite of Jess
Bemhard '07: Yellowtail. On the
back of the bottle the wine is
described as having "a rich creamy
toasted finish on the palate whilst
being silky and smooth and easy to
drink." We took some big gulps,
ready to experience the creamy
toasted finish on our palates. The
Yellowtail turned out to be the
worst of the bunch and did not go
down easily. Bemhard thought it
tasted "kind of funny" and Kaitlin
"Gango " Gangl '07 was upset but
drank it anyway (as we all did).
The best part about the wine was
that on the bottle it tells the
drinker, "Don 't hip hop around
with this one, we don 't want you to
¦pill a drop." For entertainment
purposes, even though the wine
was not great, Yellowtail works
hard on its bottle design.
Our next was the choice of Erica
Annon '07, Covey Run. She informed
us that she bought it because a) it was
cheap and b) it reminded her of her
dog Cubby We were a little wary
because moat people wouldn't select
a beverage based on the name of their
deceased pet. However, this
Continued on Page9

Colby Symphony Orchestra 's Fall The Mimetiks blend
concert enlivens Lorimer Chapel
soul, f unk, and hip-hop
By JOHN McCORMACK

By JULIE WILSON

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A&E EDITOR

If you happened to
pass Lorimer Chapel at
approximately 7:30 p.m.
last Saturday evening
(Oct. 26), you would
have beard a passionate
flood of orchestral music
pouring
out
over
Mayflower Hill from
every crack and crevice
in the building. As I took
my place among the
rows of Colby students,
families, professors and
other members of the
community, I was confiMADISON GOLEM/THECOLBY ECHO
dent that the Colby The Colby Symphony Orchestra performing in their annual Fall concert under
Symphony Orchestra conductor Jonathan Hallstrom in Lorimer Chapel on Saturday October 26.
would cany us from a
drizzling October night
A
favorite
to
many, strings as Tschanz's fingers fled back
to a euphonic escape. As I gazed
about the pews five minutes into the Tschaikowsky's "Romeo and Juliet and forth across its keys. "I was
Piotr
Uyich Fantasy-Overture" was the right thrilled to have a chance to play the
first
piece,
Tschaikowsky's "Romeo and Juliet choice for the show-starter. "It 's a 'Emperor ' Concerto," Tschanz said,
Fantasy-Overture," almost every piece that often gets a bum rap from "I' ve always wanted to play it.
head in the audience—except for the 'serious' musicians because it 's so Beethoven is so generous with his
fidgeting youngsters upfront—was overtly romantic. My attitude is, so outpouring of different emotions and
bowed in contemplation and rever- what?" Hallstrom said, "Some peo- styles-triumphant, majestic, sad, mysence of the all-encompassing sym- ple consider flourless chocolate terious, enthusiastic , humorous ,
torte over the top, but it sure tastes reflective..." Featuring Tschanz, my
phonic music.
Based
on
William eyes and ears were dazzled by the
As described in the 2006-2007 good!"
Fall Concert Series' handout, the Shakespeare 's p lay "Romeo and sight and sounds of the piano strings
three pieces in the 2006 Colby Juliet ", this symphony brought as Tschanz proceeded to accompany
Symphony Orchestra Fall Concert together the strings and woodwinds the symphony orchestra for three
were chosen because they are three to create a sound that was both fore- movements. On Tschanz's musical
talent and contribution to the symphoof returning conductor Jonathan boding and romantically powerful.
The second piece performed was ny Hallstrom explained, "Working
Hallstrom 's favorite works of
music. While conducting the Bela Barok's "Rumanian Folk with Cheryl is one of the most satisfyorchestra, Hallstrom held a quiet, Dances." Comprised of seven ing forms of music making I can
yet attentive manner over his musi- movements/folk dances, this piece imagine. As was obvious in the concians. "We have a great orchestra at diverged from the popularly known cert, she's got phenomenal technique,
Colby; it 's an ensemble way symphony and offered the audience but she's also a real thinker about
beyond what one would normally a taste of a less popular , though music and open to discussing differfind in a non-conservatory college equally evocative piece of music. ent ways to go about performing it
of our size," Hallstrom explained , Each oncoming dance proposed a (not always the case with soloists)."
Also known as Beethoven's
"One of the major impediments to variant from the previous one ,
our getting even stronger is that we which allowed for a great variety in Concerto No. 5, "The Emperor" made
don't have is a decent place to sound and emotion. "Too much of for a perfect closing piece. The Colby
play." In upcoming years I hope any type or style of music (even the Symphony Orchestra successfully
that Colby can develop a suitable best music) can lead to 'musical mastered the complexity of its score
performance space for these talent- obesity '... by this I mean that if we and intermittent vacations. When I
ed musicians, but until then only listen to one type of music, listened closely it seemed that the
Lorimer Chapel provided a com- pretty soon we lose our interest in orchestra and the piano were almost
fortable arena for the fall concert.
and ability to 'taste ' others ," engaging in a sort of musical battle of
Accompanying Hallstrom in this Hallstrom said on his selection of wills, in which the piano ultimately
triumphs.
year 's Fall Concert was faculty music for the concert.
pianist Cheryl Tschanz. As detailed
After a brief intermission, the
If
I
had
to
choose ,
in the Spotlight on the Arts article lights in the chapel began to flash Tschaikowsky 's "Romeo and Juliet
written by Dan Burke '06 featuring and dim once more in anticipation Fantasy-Overture" was without a
her last spring, here on Mayflower of the second half of the concert. doubt my favorite piece of the
Hill, Tschanz has been a powerful "Oh this is going to be good ," evening; however, it was the three
addition to our musical community Christina Evriviades *08 said, nudg- pieces aligned together as well as
for the past fifteen years. Often heard ing me to check out the final piece the miraculous amount of talent in
paired with applied music associate in the program. As Hallstrom and the Chapel that evening that ultiElizabeth Erskine Patches, Tschanz Tschanz reemerged before the sym- mately made for an engaging and
always brings fervent musical talent phony to tremendous applause, I inspiring performance. Don 't forget
her performances. "The performance looked to my program to see that to Watch anJ listen for more opporwas really exciting. I like the collab- Ludwig van Beethoven 's "Piano tunities to engage in the Music at
oration between the musicians. It's a Concerto in Eb Major" or "The Colby series 2006-2007. I am cerlot like chamber music," Tschanz Emperor" was up next. As I was tain that the Colby Jazz Band' s Fall
said, "Jon and I communicate with seated in the audience above the Concert on Nov. 4 will be a fervid
glances and expressions and ges- piano. I was able to catch a unique successor to this performance.
tures."
glimpse into the movement of its
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Mary Low Coffee House welcorned the Mimetiks, a soul, fiink ,
jazz and hip-hop band , to
Mayflower Hill this past Friday
ni ght at 9 p.m. The crowd was minimal when the show actually started , but multiplied after each song.
Hailing from New York City, the
Mimetiks have played with other
bands such as The Slip, George
Clinton and the 420 Funk Mob and
John Esposito. They contend that
their music is spiritual . "Soul , jazz,
funk , hip-hop-it deliberately defies
description. It is better still to call it
medicine." The two members of the
group,
Akie
Bermiss (Piano,
vocals) and Kyle
' Jaster (Bass), met
at Bard College in
a funk band called
Mother Ming. As
detailed on their
w e b s i t e ,
(www.themimeticks.com),
"MotherMing
became the grassroots limit-stretching soul quartet ,
the Foundation.
Mr. Jaster and Mr. Bermiss developing an uncanny musical rapport
through out. Mr. Jaster believer, the
Mimetiks was the natural continuation of their interaction."
The Mimetiks covered n wide
range of songs in their ovn funky
style. The dissonance in Bermiss'
piano playing enhanced the jazzy
sound. A few highlights were "black
Bird" (Beatles), "Feverish' (Peggy
Lee), "The Company Store"
(Tennessee Emie Ford), and my personal favorite "Knowher(e)" in which
Bermiss' sound bore a striking resemblance to that of Stcvie Wonder. The
band announced early on that they
were "4 songs short of a good set list"

and therefore were not going to stick
to their original plan and instead
choosing songs off the cuff.
By around 9:45 p.m. the coffee
house was packed with students
enjoying tea, coffee, biscotti and the
relaxed atmosphere that the soulful
music provided. The Mimetiks were
slightly frustrated that the concert
goers took so long to arrive, but the
students who came on time for the
show assured them that their would
eventually be a crowd. Bermiss and
Jaster kept the audience entertained
joking about forgetting his flute and
even stopping at one point to
indulge in some of the refreshments
provided
by
the
Student
Programming Board and to interact
with the students.
The impromptu
set list was an excellent idea because it
allowed them to cater
to the size and mood
of the audience. At
the beginning of the
concert when there
were only a handful
of students, they
played a slower pace
of music emphasizing their soul side;
but by the end of the
performance they set
a much faster pace, which highlighted
their skills in funk and hip-hop,
"Whatever it is, they strip it all down
to get to the visceral heart of a song to
make it brilliantly clear." The
Mimetiks do not currently have a CD
on
their
website
out, but
(www.themimetiks.com) there are
links to S of their most popular covers.
SPB Coffeehouse chair Peter
Matson '09 organized the concert
and wants people to know that ,
"we 've got more great acts out of
NYC coming up in the next couple
weeks...." So remember to watch
your e-mail for upcoming shows
and if you intend on going, please
arrive on time!

The impromptu
set list was an
excellent idea
because it
allowed them
to cater to the
size and mood
of the audience.

Movie Review: A thoug ht provoking challenge in The Prestige
By MEAGHAN FITZGERALD
STAFF WRITER
I was completely speechless
upon exiting the theater , The
Prestige required a few moments to
sink in before lending itself to any
sensible discussion beyond simply,
**oh... wow."
Like any good illusion, or movie
for that matter, The Prestige asks
one thing of its viewers-to suspend
disbelief. For 128 minutes I forced
myself not to think about what was
scientifically possible or believable, but instead allow myself to be
swept away in Christopher Nolan 's
visually stunning and intellectually
challenging film.
The Prestige chronicles the story
of two illusionists, Robert Angier
played by Hugh Jackman and
Alfred Borden played by Christian
Bale. While the scenes in the movie
do not move in any chronological
order, forcing the viewer to put
some effort into determining the
sequence of events, this serves to
further the mission of the movie,
not obscure it. Both illusionists

Rebecca Hall and
David Bowie. The one
weak character in the
film is that played by
Scarlett Johansson who
portrays
Olivia
Wenscombe and serves
as a love interest for
both men through the
course of the movie.
Compared to the deeply
developed and character driven figures in the
film , Johansson comes
across as flat.
The Prestige is not a
simp le movie. While
not so complex as to
cause too much confuCOURTESY 0(FH_EDIA.OUmCN.CH
sion , the plot is not
Christian Bale and Hugh Jackman in the new big screen hit The Prestige.
straightforward. While
some viewers might
una tms 10 De a cause
begin as friends, working together to the "ultimate illusion " which for frustration, I was surprised at the
on the set of another illusionist Borden has created.
ability of this film—which was
when a tragic accident takes the life
Both Jackman and Bale offer more than two hours long—to hold
of Angler ' s wife, irrevocably sepa- excellent and heartfelt performances my attention as well as it did.
rating the two. Thus begins a obses- of men driven by a strange obsession
Critics of this film will cite a
sive race for Angier to beat Borden They are supported by an excellent slightlyitedious middle segment, an
at his own game and find the secret cast including Michael Caine, overly complex plot line and the

completely unrealistic premise of
the film 's final twist. However if
you are looking for something that
is intellectually challenging without
being political, overly violent, or
frightening, The Prestige provides a
thought-provoking alternative to
many of today 's current films. In
what other movie, for example ,
could world-renowned physicist
Nikola Tesla come face to face with
the top European magicians?
The strength of The Prestige lies
in its ability to mislead the viewers
continually while the "trick" is performed , so that when the finale of
the act "the prestige" is revealed, it
comes as an exciting shock. In the
end , the film is not about magic acts
or scientific breakthroughs , but
about how obsession can drive
humans to the ultimate sacrifice.
If you are looking for a humorous, mindless or easy film , skip The
Prestige, it's a film that requires the
full attention of the viewer.
However if you are looking for a'
thoughtful , creative and unique
film , Christopher Nolan 's The
Prestige is an excellent bet.

Basset and Boylan yet again join forces

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS

Michael J. Deheeger '07

By PATRICK COLLINS
STAFF WRITER

flOO K.EW./THE COtBY ECHO

English and Creative Writing Professor Jenny Boylan and Professor Emeritus Charles Bassett giving their
annual spooky reading of ghosts stories in Lorimer Chapel on Halloween night.

Marlow's November iPod playlist
By MARLOW STERN
STAFF WRITER

1. Lady Sovereign Love Me or Hate Me
(Missy Elliot Remix)
Anyone who's seen the LG
Chocolate cell phone commercial
is all too familiar with this song's
insane digital beat. But here, my
two favorite female rappers going
now from opposite sides of the
Atlantic—Lady Sovereign, queen
of grime/Jay-Z signee and Missy
Elliot, who needs no introduction—have joined forces to remix
the aforementioned catchy tune,
adding a few sick frames by Missy:
"Gimme two cents to blow your
mind / 5+5 yeah, I'm a dime."
"Random 2" is a far superior track
off debut LP Public Warning, but
this is one sick collabo.
2. Klaxons - Atlantis to
Interzone
Britain 's Klaxons, categorized
by NME as "new-rave", have finally created indie rock music that
kids can dance to. Sirens wail signaling the start of a 180 second
party of a lifetime and from then on
it 's a messy, pill-popping ride
through riffs of laser precision and
the relentless buzz of euphoric
synths; it's the musical equivalent
of dropping ecstasy, and quite possibly the track of the year.
3. The Roots - Here I Come
The beat is pure madness—a malleable melange of digitized synths,
organs and harpsichord-held together
by ?ucstlove *s funky percussions and
Black Thought's lyrical assault. This
track off recent LP Game Theory
sounds like Jurassic 5's "A Day At the
Races" if it had an ill chorus.
4. The Shins - Phantom Limb
Off the impressive upcoming LP
Wincing The Night Away, the track
conjures up comparisons to the
better parts of Chutes Too Narrow
("Gone for Good" ), while inspiring the goodwill of the cheery
parts of Oh, In verted World
("Know Your Onion!"), and maintaining that album 's stirring vocals
("Caring is Creepy").
5. The View- Wasted Little DJs
Although The View's lyrics are

borderline unintelligible thanks to
a heavy Scottish twang, the beauteous melodies and sense of
teenage rebellion and freedom take
hold of you, immediately stirring
up the attraction you had with the
first band you truly loved (personally reminds me of early
Libertines material).
6. The Rapture - Get Myself

Into It

This gloriously upbeat , saxfuelled, funk-stomper off latest LP
Pieces of the People We Ixive from
the Brooklyn-based outfit owes a
great deal of debt to David Byrne,
and even features a clarinet. Sweet.

7. Beck - Cell Phone s Dead
The eclectic, hit-and-miss Beck's
new electro-fiink album The
Information is a vast improvement
over the disappointing Guero and this
Nigel Godrich (of Radiohead fame)
produced track is an electro-fiink gem
whose last minute or so parallels
Radiohead's "There There."

8. The Fratellls - Henrietta
Hard to choose between this and
"Chelsea Dagger", an equally
impressive, ultra-bouncy tune off
debut LP Costello Music, but this is
just such unadulterated , unpretentious, merry noise. It 's the tale of an
older woman stalker-a racy chantalong replete with chopping guitars
and zaniness to spare.

9. My Chemical Romance 1 Don t Love You
As soon as one hears the words
"concept album " pretension comes
to mind. And yet , MCR's sophomore LP The Black Parade is an
outstanding album (and categorically NOT "emo"—it 's more like
an 80s rock opera). This track is the
album 's high point and , although it
does start off just like Coldplay 's
"Yellow", it steadily builds tension
until it floors you with a Slashesque guitar solo, and ends in
grandiose fashion. It 's a power ballad dripping with romanticism.

10. The Black Keys Your Touch
With their trademark stomping
drums and ragged guitar, this track
off recent LP Magic Potion from the
Akron duo is pure Stevie Ray
Vaughn-esque, bluesy brilliance.

11. Radiohead - Let Down
Okay, so it 's by no means recent ,
but it 's my favorite Radiohead
song (and imo the most poignant).
Plus the chorus: "Let down and
hang ing around / Crushed like a
bug in the ground ," sounds, as my '
roommate Robb regularly tells me,
like the name of a recently freed
man ("Crushed like a" = Kurt
Schleicher). So in honor of Kurt 's
freedom and our recent 10-0 Beirut
domination , I decided to throw in
this classic.

WINE REVIEW: Shaw's three cheapest wines go head to head to head
Continued From Page 8
Washington State Chardonnay turned
out to be pretty good. It was a nice
change from the Yellowtail as it
went down much smoother.
Everyone was pretty pleased with
this choice and Gango agreed that
she too would buy wine with a name
reminiscent of her pet rat.
Looking a little rosy cheeked from
all the wine, we mov.d on to Gango's
pick, Jacob's Creek Chardonnay. This
Southeastern Australian wine was the
best of the bunch. It was very smooth
and had strong notes of oak and melon.
Bemhard had a hard time sharing with
the rest of us, she liked it so much.
Annon agreed that the wine was "great"

and Gango was pretty pleased with
her choice. Unfortunately, this was
the most expensive out of the three.
We agreed that this wine should be
saved for special occasions and
drank to be enjoyed.
Even though we were not
thrilled with the Yellowtail, we
agreed it was the best bargain
Chardonnay. It came in a big bottle,
was cheap, and was easily accessible-the last time we checked, it was
available at the Puffin Stop. Even
though Covey Run and Jacob's
Creek were both better than the
Yellowtail, the Yellowtail was a
better value than the other two. If
you 're looking for a candlelit dinner wine, because who isn't, go
with the Jacob's Creek.

This week's Spotli ght on the Arts
focus is not on a well-known artist
in the objective sense. The focus is
not on an art major, music major or
a song and dance man. This week's
focus is on someone that many of us
may not associate with the arts;
however, all of that will change in
the upcoming weeks as Michael J.
Deheeger '07J makes his artistic
debut. Known to the majority of-his
friends , professors and colleagues
as that "hardworking guy" who's
constantly working on his human
rights
thesis,
Deheeger is also a
very talented artist.
Art has always
been in Michael's
veins. Growing up in
Chicago, Deheeger
was
a
talented
flautist. He often
fluted it up like Ian
Anderson in front of
sold-out crowds in
his high school gymnasium.
"High
school was great I
had the respect and
adoration of my
peers, and more
importantly from all
the beauli ful , older
women. I had a great
time in high school," Deheeger said.
When his younger brother eventually one-upped him by playing a soldout show at Carnegie Mellon,
Deheeger put away his flute for the
last time. "My brother stole my limelight. He ended up getting all the
respect and adoration of our peers,
but he didn't get it from the beautiful, older women. I still had him
there."
Upon coming to Colby College,
Deheeger never had ambitions of
resurrecting his artistic abilities. His
work on human rights in Burma has
been so intense that he has rarely

had time to relax.
However, his muse
Arielle Adams '07J
gave him a newfound passion for
expressing himself
artistically. About
his
muse,
Deheeger said, "I
dedicate all of my
pieces to my muse/
love of my life,
Arielle
Adams.
Without her, I
would never have
expressed myself in these pieces. one. C#? B Flat? Finally, it hit inc.
She revitalized a part of my heart Like a mean riff from Slayer guiand I think that it's evident in my ' tarist Kerry King, loud, loud and
louder. Deheeger had been on the
work.**
In the upcom- idea that we all can make art.
ing
wedes, Whether we are talented in the Art
Deheeger is tenta- of Lovemaking or music or eattively scheduled to ' ing—rit's all art.
debut his Art in an
Two weeks ago, Deheeger had
exhibit tentatively ' made the claim that Jason Spooner
;
titled, "The Arf of was a blend between the "good L o v e m a k i n g . " Kenny G and really early
Questioned about Metallica ." After two weeks of conthe significance of templating the meaning of
the title of his Deheeger's claim, it is clear to mo
upcoming exhibit, that Deheeger most definitely has a
Deheeger had this philosophy on art Deheeger's claim
on Jason Spooner superficially
to say:
"While I havi! ' seems to make no sense; a blend '
been known as a ' - between Kenny G and Metallica
talented flautist; f ' cannot possibly sound good antrife-P'**-* *" '
never dreamed' I ' ther does Jason Spooner. However,
would ever express ' if both of those musical groups are '
myself otherwise. considered artists, Jason Spooner
l
the
My Art that I will be debuting in the most definitely has to f o i within
next few weeks is a reflection of how category those two artists, and thereI feel about my muse, Arielle fore is an artist himself even though
Adams. I love my muse and we have he doesn't sound too good. And if
made great Art together. I want to Jason Spooner Can be considered an
share this with others to let others artist, so can the rest of us. Wow!
know that it is okay to share. There it is folks, Michael , J.
Collaboration is great man."
Deheeger 's philosophy on Art. .
I recommend that each and every
Deheeger was truly ecstatic
about what he was saying. There is one of you asks Michael J. Deheeger
genuineness to that man, I say.
the next time you see him: When
After interviewing Deheeger, I will your exhibit be making its
thought about our conversation for debut? And I encourage each and
a long time. A lot of what Deheeger every one of you to be at Mary Low
was saying struck a chord in me, but 123 the day of Deheeger's Art debut
I couldn 't place a finger oil Which "Until then, express yourself.

...Deheeger
had been on
the idea that
we ail can
make art.
Whether we
are talented in
the Art of
Lovemaking or
music or eating...

Hamming it up with Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are Dead
By JENNIFER COX
STAFF WRITER

"Guildenstern: I think I have it. A
man talking sense to himself is no
madder than a man talking nonsense
not to himself.
Rosencrantz: Or just as mad.
Guildenstern: Or just as mad.
Rosencrantz: And he does both.
Guildenstern: So there you are.
Rosencrantz: Stark raving sane."
Tom Stoppard's works are clever
with language and p lay ful with characters. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead is a quick-witted romp that
follows the misadventures of the
minor characters from William
Shakespeare's Hamlet. The dialogue
is tricky and the rhetoric provocative,
the timing essential and the deliverance key. This past weekend in
Runnels Theatre, Colby players
pulled it off miraculously. Directed
by Nicole Lavery *07 and Elizabeth
Byrne '09, the show had the audience
roaring laughing throughout the
entire two hours.
Alex "Massen I U
was hilarious as
Guildenstern (or is
it Rosencrantz?)
and delivered his
lines with dry
humor and confid e n c e .
Rosencrantz (or is
it Guildenstern?)
was played perfectly by Daniel
Adams '08, who was comically forgetful, thoughtful and charmingly
naive. Together, the pair was unstoppable. They bounced dialogue off
each other and demonstrated the
deep chemistry appropriate for two
characters that sometimes even get
themselves confused. Many of the
comedic moments emerged when
the pair were trying to decide their
purpose for living. "Shouldn 't we be
doing something constructive?" a
nervous
Rosencrantz worried.

"What did you have in mind? A
short, blunt, human pyramid?"
Guildenstern retorted.
Though all of the actors wertf
strong and convincing, another noteworthy performance is that of Esther
Boyd '09, who played the role of the
First Player. A foil and accomplice
to the antics of Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern, The
first player is
boisterous, realistic and smartly
funny. Often acting as the chorus
of the play, the
First Player is
thoug htful
and
quick. During a
discussion with
Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern
about the job of a thespian, she proclaims, "We're actors! We're the
opposite of people!"
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead follows the duo as they try
to uncover the source of Hamlet 's
insanity, and more importantly the
reason for their own existence.
Outwitted by Hamlet , they run
around Elsinorc try ing to make
themselves useful. They are almost
never successful , and often find
themselves contemplating the

Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are
Dead is most certainly of the
Theatre of the
Absurd...

chaotic and confusing nature of life
itself. The play, which is most certainly of the Theatre of the Absurd, "
has protagonists that cannot muster
the courage or wit to act confidently
within their world, the memory to
consider themselves dependable , or
the aid of others (or a compass) to at
least help them become oriented.
The characters eventually find
themselves on a boat to England ,
with a letter that seals their fate. '
They slowly come to terms with the
fact that they will die. But then ,
were they really ever living at all?
Though the play is obviously hilarious from the start, it also deals with
such themes as existentialism , free
will , the futility of language and the
sense of reality. Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern often find themselves
stumbling upon deep philosophical
concepts during their spells of ramblings, but they jump away from it as
quickly as they come upon them and
the audience must jump along with
them. The Colby players put on a fantastic production that was flawless in
every way. The costumes were realistic and charismatic, the set was effective , and lines were delivered without
a single mistake. A truly professional
production ,
Rosencrantz
and
Guildenstern Are Dead was fun ,
interesting and captivating.

Shortened game against Bates crushes Woodsmen take on f orestrypow p layoff hopes for men 's soccer team
erhouses in New Brunswick
opportunity to win the game.
However, without warning the officials stopped the game, allowing
Bates to move on to the New Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference
Colby men 's soccer played their
tournament. Coach Mark Serdjenian
final match of the season this past
Saturday at Bates College. The game,
said, "I firmly believe we would have
won in those last ten minutes."
which was ended early by the officials
Captain Josh Kahane '07 told the
due to weather and field conditions,
Echo, "The weather and refs took this
ended as a 2-2 tie. stripping Colby 's
game out of our hands. It was the
post-season hopes from their grasp.
most important 10 (to 30 minutes with
Colby also played at Thomas College
overtime) of our season and we were
last week in die Elm City Bowl. The
not allowed to finish."
Mules defeated the Temers 8-0.
After the game Saturday, Captain
At Bates Saturday, Colby played as
hard as they could, it was obvious how
Dan Kiernan *07 , who earned
NESCAC Player of the Week honors
much ihev wanted to win and receive a
for the week of Oct. 23, stated ,
spot in the post-season tournament. In
"Despite being left feeling empty
the first half. Colby played into the
and cheated, I could not have asked
wind Bates went up 1-0 before halffor more from my teammates in my
time on a lucky scrap goal in the Colbylast game. They gave everything
bo-. The Mules came out strong in the
they had and I thank them for an
second half despite wind, sleet and
amazing year."
ram. Within a minute of play, Lucas
At Thomas this past
Tuesday, the Oct. 24,
Colby played only a few
starters, mostly substitutes,
and still came away with
an 8-0 win. Colby outshot
Thomas 38-3.
The soccer team will
lose five valuable players
to graduation: Kahane ,
Kiernan , Teague Dugan.
Chris MacFadyen and
James Pilgrim. Each of
these seniors contributed
greatly this season and
their presence on the field
will be missed. However,
the Mules have promising
years ahead, as many of
this year's starters and key
substitutes will return next
fall, prepared to build on
this season.
M*D.Sa.G00Zlt/I«-COU..ECMO
Men s soccer faced torrential rain and high winds in last Saturday's match against
Bates, which ended early with a 2-2 result, destroying Colby s' championship chances.
By DYLAN PERRY
STAFF WRITER

Bonnet '09 ripped a shot at the Bates
keeper, which was deflected right to
Will Kinder '08, who blasted the ball
into the open net to tie the game, 1-1.
Ten minutes later, Jamie Waters *08,
beat the final defender and tucked one
away to secure the lead. The crowd
went crazy, cheering wildly for Colby
to win. Colby 's fans turned out in
much greater numbers than Bates,
despite home field advantage.
Apparently not used to enthusiastic fan
support , the Bates security guards
asked Colby fans to keep the noise to a
"low roar."
Within a few minutes. Bates tied
we game on a defensive mishap. For
the remainder of the half, about 30
minutes . Colby dominated play and
kept the ball in the Bates zone. Colby
almost scored a few times and with
about twelve minutes remaining in the
game, it seemed only a matter of time
until Colby would capitalize on an

By MOLLY
BIDD1SCOMBE
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, Oct. 14 during Fall Break, Colby's
woodsmen team ventured
over the border to the
University
of
New
| Brunswick in Fredericton,
Canada to compete against
j the tikes of UNB, McGill
University, Nova Scotia
Agricultural
College,
University of Maine at
1 Orono, Unity College and
the Ranger School. McGill
University swept both the
PHOTO couprresY or KMI EEESI
women's and men's division,
i while Colby placed fourth in Colby p laced fourth at the University of New Brunswick's woodsmen competition.
1 both respective categories.
For many Canadian schools, woods- skyrocket above our competitors- had a bit of a hang-up on log decking
men is a varsity sport, in which tryouts Colby is consistently the loudest and [though]" Manke said.
In the women's division, Colby
| are held and cuts made. Therefore, rowdiest team in the Northeast and
1 Colby, as a club organization, is com- Canada," Braemer said. Although they
completed soundly in the following
events: team bow saw, long decking,
peting against a much greater skill
level than at their previous meet on
pulp toss, and fell and twitch. Braemer
won me pole climb, while Liz Stovalt
Sept. 23 at Unity College. Still,
'07 earned second place in the super
: Captain Kate Braemer '07 said "We
definitely held our own [at the UNB
swede. "We are always very
impressed with the sawing of the
meet]." Co-Captain of the men's team
Canadian schools, which is something
Zach Manke *07 agreed. *T think we
as a team we as a team need to work
had a pretty strong placing. There were
a couple of snafus , but overall things
on," Braemer mentioned.
This weekend Colby will travel to
went really well." Colby competes in
the University of New Hampshire to
die UNB meet every year, and this
participate in their annual meet.
year 's showing was on par with the
"We're stoked for the UNH meet,"
results of previous years-last fall the
Braemer commented. "It promises to
women earned third.
In the men's division, Doug Rooke
be a hoot, and I'm sure we'll be mixing up the events to allow folks to try
i '08 placed particularly well in the
something new." This will be the final
I chainsaw disc stack. Brian Fulmer '07
Kate Braemer '07
meet of the fall season. Althoug h
and Manke had a strong showing in
Captain
Colby continues to practice throughthe horizontal chop, while co-Captain
Travis Kendall '07 and Rooke won the
out the winter, the Mules will only
vertical chop. Their greatest strength soar in the team events, the men's participating in one indoor meet until
is always the team events, credited to team competed rather consistently die commencement of the highly comthe cohesive nature of the woodsmen across the board in both individual and petitive spring season.
team. "The team dynamics continue to doubles events at the UNB meet "We
l

The team
dynamics continue to skyrocket above
our competitors-Colby is
consistently the
loudest and
rowdiest team.

NAFL bust turned Congressman has f ans pissed

RAMBLIN' MAN
By AJ HERRMANN

Heath Shuler is the Democratic candidate
for
the
House
of
Representatives in North Carolina's
11 th congressional district. This decision seems like a logical one: Shuler
fits the profile of a local boy made
good as he excelled in local high
school and college athletics and parlas ed his sporting career into a lucrative real estate business in the rapidly
growing area of the Blue Ridge
Mountains that compnses the district.
There is just one caveat that needs to
be addressed when discussing his viability as a congressional candidate :
Heath Shuler had one of the worst
careers of any quarterback ever to
compete in the National Football
League.

A standout at Swain County High
School and at the University of
Tennessee, Shuler finished second in
the voting for the Heisman Trophy in
1993 and was drafted third overall by
the Washington Redskins in 1994.
Things turned" sour from there , as
Shuler held out
through most of
training
camp
before
the
Redskins agreed to
sign him for a
nine-year
deal
worth almost twenty million dollars.
The results of all
that money: a 4-15
record
for
Washington
in
games
Shuler
would start for the
team over the next
three years (that's
five million a win,
in case you were
counting). After
the Redskins finally gave up on him Shuler spent one last
year sucking up die joint for the New
Orleans Saints before finishing his
career with 15 touchdowns, 33 inter-

ceptions, and a 49.2% completion percentage.
The reason I'm highlighting the
ineptitude of Shuler 's NFL career is
this: most professional athletes who
run for political office do so because
they were stars. Examples include former NBA great Bill
Bradley (a two-term
former Senator from
New Jersey), Steve
Largent (an NFL Hall
of Famer who represented Oklahoma in
Congress for three
terms) and Lynn
Swann (another NFL
Hall of Famer currently running for governor of Pennsylvania).
All of these athletes
had successful careers
on the field and used
that success to help
power their runs for
office.
Shuler, on the other
hand , can run on
everything but his NFL name: a group
of disgruntled Redskins fans has even
set up a (tongue-in-cheek) website
opposing Shuler 's candidacy because

The reason I'm
highlighting the
ineptitude of
Shuler's NFL
career is this:
most professional athletes who
run for political
office do so
because they
were stars.
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they are afraid his possible return to
Washington is responsible for the
Redskins' 2-5 start this season.
Despite his crappy career (and the
opposition of former Redskins fans)
Shuler appears to be in good shape for
winning his election, as he leads the
incumbent Republican representative
he is challenging by ten points in die
latest polls. That puts him a leg up on
Swann, whose campaign to be the
Governor of Pennsylvania has been a
disaster (Swann finds himself down
59-37 in the latest polls).
The lesson here? Excellence on the
athletic field does not translate into
excellence in the political sphere. Just
ask Kentucky Senator Jim Bunning, a
Hall of Fame pitcher in Major League
Baseball who famously told the press
"I don 't watch the national news, and I
don 't read the newspaper" when asked
about his opinion on a variety of current events. Shuler may have been a
bad quarterback, but if elected he'll
have a hard time matching Bunning's
record of political incompetence that
caused Time Magazine to name him
one of "America's Five Worst
Senators" in 2006. Shuler for
Congress: he can't suck as bad at politics as he did at professional football.
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Water Polo finishes fourth
in conference after tourney

PHOTO COUBTISY Of MIKE F1WHRT-.

Water polo was defeated by Middlebury in the consolation match.
By ALEXA UNDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby's water polo team slipped
one spot at the North Atlantic collegiate water polo conference from their
2005 finish to end in fourth place last
weekend in the championship tournament. Although they were seeded third
entering the tournament, a tight loss to
host and fourth seed Middlebury
College put the Panthers ahead of the
| Mules in the final results.
Colby played and soundly defeated
sixth seed University of Vermont 14-5
on Saturday to kick off the weekend.
Senior Ryan Adams said, "It was a
great warm-up game for our later
matches." Sam Wampler '08 led the
way for the Mules with eight goals
while Travis Townsend '08 and Jabez
Dewey *07 were also contributors with
two goals apiece.
The victory meant that Colby would
face second seeded Boston College
later in the evening. The Mules had
faced Boston two other times this season; the first game resulted in an 8-5
win for Boston while the second was a
narrow 8-7 victory for Colby. A win in
their third confrontation would mean
that Colby would advance to the
championship round to take on
Dartmouth College. Unfortunately, an
opportunity to take on Dartmouth was
not in the cards for Colby. Despite a
hard-fought match , Boston topped
Colby 10-7. Adams said, "The BC
team numbered near 20 members,
while Colby only fielded 10 players.
We were swum into exhaustion."
Boston effectively shut down Dewey,
while Wampler came through to lead

the Mules in scoring, with five goals.
Sunday marked the end of Colby's
season as they took on Middlebury in
the consolation match for third place.
In 2005, Colby finished in third place
after defeating Boston in the consolation game. Although seeded higher
than the Panthers going into the championship weekend, the Mules' one
match against Middlebury earlier this
season resulted in a close 7-8 loss for
Colby. Unfortunately, Colby was
unable to take the win in this game
either, which ended with a 9-7 result.
While a win would have been preferred, Adams was pleased with the
effort and talent be saw from some of
the underclassmen on the team. He
said, "Michael Finnerty '08 showed
great improvements, scoring two nifty
goals while taking advantage of the
weaker Middlebury players. Sam
Wampler and Andrew Peterson '08 did
well shutting down the two
Middlebury hole sets, but we were
ultimately out-coached and out-strategized. Again, our short bench was a
key problem, as Middlebury had close
to 18 guys."
The loss marked the end of the season for Colby. Boston College upset
top-seeded Dartmouth for the championship title in a close 12-11 victory.
The Mules finished ahead of Vermont,
Bowdoin College, Bates College and
Northeastern University. Colby will
lose senior leaders Adams and Dewey,
but the season has proved that there
are numerous talented underclassmen
who will be prepared to step it up in
2007 and lead Colby to its first-ever
championship match and victory.

A heroic day for
several Colby athletes

No postseason play f or volleyball

Devastator of the Week

By ALEXA
UNDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

PRACTICE TO PLAYOFFS
By JEFF ALDEN

Saturday is a day that I will not
soon forget. Saturday was the epitome
of athletic competition; Saturday was
about glory, respect, will, and perseverance. In the past two days I have
heard countless stories of Colby athletes overcoming extreme adversity
for the sake of pride.
The fledgling football team fought
through inches of rain, pounds of mud,
not to mention the Bobcats on their
way to taking a major step towards the
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin (CBB) title. It
was in the fourth overtime, long after
the game should have been called, that
Colby's Brian Bachow '09 hit a twenty-two yarder that some how made it
through the uprights.
The Colby football team could

The Colby football team could
claim a championship of true
athletic value.
The CBB championship does
not hold any
lucrative contract incentivesit is a championship of pride.
claim a championship of true athletic
value. The CBB championship does
not hold any lucrative contract incentives-it is a championship of pride.
Quarterback Justin Smith '07 was
quoted Saturday, saying, "CBB football doesn't mean much to most people, but it means a hell of a lot to a few
people." Why CBB football means so
much to those few is what makes CBB
football so special. Ultimately, it is a
rivalry, a heated competition against
peers. It is with these emotions that
Colby and Bates football players completely disregarded their own personal
safety to win.
The weather and four overtimes
only added to it all.
For harriers taking part in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference Cross Country championships the conditions were much the
same. The open fields of Harkness
Memorial State Park in, ironically,
Waterford, Connecticut, made for
painful conditions, literally. The wind
blew across the ocean spitting salt
water at a rate of 40 to SO mites per
hour in racers' faces. The first lap runners only sunk into the mud two inches, the second lap it was closer six
inches with every step.
Like the football team, some members of the cross country team were
able to take it in stride and have truly
championship performances. One
such athlete was John Swain '08, who
after just one half mile of the five mile
race had his shoe spiked off by another athlete. Instead of thinking twice,
Swain charged to the front and had the
race of his life-a race I am sure he will
never forget.
Do you remember what it was like
to skate on the pond behind your
house and score the winning goal, to
strikeout the side in the bottom of the
ninth of the World Series, or to beat
the buzzer from behind the arch? All
of these dreams, dreams of being a
hero, being a champion came true for
Bachow and Swain on Saturday.
Neither was awarded an MVP trophy,
but each had conquered their opponents and the weather.
Smith told the Lewiston Sun Times,
"Coach [Ed MestieriJ told us to go out
and do what we always wanted to do
when we were eight years old."That is
what each athlete did when competing
on Saturday and that is why they are
true champions.
The only trouble is I don't think my
mother would have let me go out in
weather like that when I was eight.

After ending their
2005 campaign at the top
of the New England
Small College Athletic
Conference and amongst
the best teams in the
nation, Colby volleyball
finished their 2006 season tied for ninth place in
the conference with just
two NESCAC victories
to their name. The Mutes
traveled to Middle town ,
Connecticut last weekend to compete in three
league matches that
would ultimately decide
whether their season
would continue into postECHO BU PHOTO
season play or whether it
would come to an end. Captain Julie Hike '07 gets ready to smack the ball. Colby volleyballs' season came to
an
end
this
weekend
when
the
Mules
went
0-3
in
matches
against
Connecticut
College,
With three losses against
Connecticut
College, Wesleyan University and Trinity College.
Wesleyan University and
Trinity College, Colby's 2-8 record Hike added 16 digs and eight kills. 29 assists and 17 digs, Hike had eight
left them one win shy of a NESCAC Carlie Minichino '09 had 17 digs and kills and 10 digs and Prentice finished
four aces, Jenny Lawrence '09 con- her last match of the season with nine
tournament bid.
Senior Captain Jenn Murphy would tributed 29 assists and Jessie Prentice kills, 12 digs and five aces.
Murphy commented, "I'm really
have liked to see her team continue on '08 had seven kills, 13 digs and three
proud of our team for how they played
next weekend at the NESCAC cham- aces.
Colby needed to win a match on this weekend and this entire season.
pionships but is not totally dismayed
with the results from the weekend. She Saturday against either Wesleyan or From the beginning, we knew people
said, "Despite the fact that we lost this Trinity in order to continue their sea- were going to have to step it up a lot,
weekend, everyone played really well. son but unfortunately were unable to and they definitely did. There's a lot
We were competitive in every game do so. Wesleyan's match also ended in for the girls to look forward to next
that we played. It 's hard to lose close a 3-0 result. After taking the first game year." Colby graduates their senior trimatches, but everyone played very past 30 points to a final score of 33-31, Captains Hike, Kirby and Murphy
hard and with a lot of heart. The fact the Mules fell apart in the second and who have added talent to the team as
that we hung in there with three very third games for scores of 30-15 and both players and leaders over the past
competitive teams says something 30-21. Lawler had 14 kills and four four years. However, they will retain a
blocks, while Lawrence had 22 assists. solid core of underclassmen such as
about our level of play."
The Mules faced fifth seeded Hike added nine kills, Minichino had Lawrence and Lawler who have
Connecticut College on Friday night 16 digs and Cassie Sancartier '08 had proven themselves to be amongst the
top athletes in the league. With the
and went down 3-0 with game scores 13 digs in the losing effort.
In what would become their final addition of some talented first-years ,
of 30-24, 30-27 and 30-28. Colby was
making adjustments to their normal match of the season against Trinity, the Colby will hopefully be able to work
lineup with Captain Kendall Kirby Mules again went down 3-0 in a set of their way back from their 2-8 record to
'07 out for the weekend due to an very close games with scores of 30-28, something closer to last year's 10-0
injury. Meredith Lawler *09 led the 30-28 and 34-32. Lawler had an record next season.
way for Colby with 13 kills and three impressive 19 kills and three blocks
I
blocks while senior Captain Julie against the Bantams. Lawrence added
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By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby field hockey had their fourth
disappointing overtime loss of the season to Bates College in Saturday's
foul weather to mark the end their
2006 campaign. The Mules finished
the season at the bottom of the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference with a league record of 18 and an overall record of 4-10.
The match was destined to be an
intense one, not only because the
Bobcats are traditionally a rival of
Colby's but also because a Colby win
would have meant that the teams
would be tied for seventh place with
records of 2-7 each. Bates came out
strong and was able to score just six
minutes into the game. However,
Colby fought back to tie it five minutes later when Madison Gregor '09
assisted Ashley Wagner * 10 off a
penalty comer. The score remained
tied through the remainder of the first
half. However, four minutes into the
second half Gregor pulled Colby

ahead with an unassisted goal. Colby
maintained the lead for 15 minutes
until Bates managed to tally to catch
the Mules. The remainder of regulation time was scoreless, but, unluckily

Colby will retain
19 players who
have now had a
year to work
together and
garner game
time experience.
The youth on
the team should
convert to success in 2007.
for Colby, Bates scored just over a
minute into overtime for the 3-2 victo-

CYCLING: Long finishes eighth at nationals
Continued From Page 12
Eastern Conference Championships
on Oct. 14, where she placed second
behind Syracuse University's Lindsey
Bishop with a time of 1:33:27 on the
12 mile course for

II , Long still faced competition from
professional, sponsored bikers. She
said, "Cycling is a weird sport
because you can race collcg iatcly if
you are a pro as long as you arc
enrolled in college, whether as a grad
student or undergrad. Generally, there
are still pros and wicked fast girls in

140 points.

Although Long
only raced in three
of seven possible
competitions, the
245 points she
earned in those
races were enough
I to qualify her for
Nationals.
A num|
ber of people
helped Long make
it to Nationals in
New
Mexico,
i n c l u d i n g
President William
D. Adams, Athletic
Director Marcella
Zalot and the
Colby
Cycling
Team. Mathieu 's
PHOTO COURTESY OF ROSE tONQ
Cycling
and I *ong competes in a recent race. She had an impresFitness in Oakland sive eighth p lace finish at her f irst trip to nationals.
helped Long make
it to New Mexico
with her bike while Morgan Davies this division [Division II], just fewer
'08 also helped Long make arrange- than in Division I."
ments and Josh Jamner '09 and Delia
Long is happy with her perforMassey '09 drove Long down to mance in New Mexico. She said , "I
Boston at midnight on a Wednesday tried as hard as I could at Nationals ,
so she could make her flight to New and I actually reached a point in my
Mexico.
race in which my legs stopped going.
The hard work from everyone paid This is the hardest I've ever worked so
off with Long's eighth place at Angel I was proud of myself."
Long is now busily training for the
Fire, with a time of 2:36:40.22 on the
18 mile course. While Long raced in nordic skiing season and will compete
Division II, she also defeated ECC in road cycling this spring. She is
champion Bishop who competed in optimistic that she will compete at
Division I. In comparing Long to the Nationals again next fall with even
Division I and Division II competi- better results. "I think I can really
tors, she finished 28th in the nation. improve following a spring season of
Although she was racing in Division roadriding and a summer of training."

Fourth overtime loss marks the
end of Mules f ield hockey season

Colby field hockey drives the ball towards Bates 'goal. Unfortunately, the game ended in an overtime loss.

ChrisBashawD8

Bashaw tied last Saturday's Bates game in the fourth quarter to lead the
Mules into four overtimes that eventually resulted in a win. Teammate and
Captain Justin Smith '07 had a 37 yard run on a 57 yard drive, ending in
Bashaw's cue yard scoring run to tie the game at 7-7. In the game, Bashaw ran
34 times for 73 yards and caught four passes for 36 yards. In the Oct. 21st game
against Hamilton, Bashaw ran for 35 yards and caught five passes for 53 yards.
He ran 23 times for 79 yards against Trinity on Sept. 23. Bashaw is ninth in the
NESCAC in rushing, with an average of 55.6 yards per game, and is fifth in all
purpose yards.

ECHO

ry and a bid to die NESCAC championship. (Seventh ranked Bates played
on Sunday and fell 3-0 to secondranked Middlebury College.)
The Mules out shot the Bobcats in
the competition , 16-12, but were
unfortunately unable to make their
shots count. Jamie Enos '08 had four
saves for Colby in the net.
While Colby 's season may have
been cut shorter than they would have
liked, with only three seniors graduating they have much to look forward to
in 2007. Captains Molly Rice *07,
Kyla Wagman '07 and Chrissy
Maloney '07 have been integral members of the team and will be sorely
missed. Maloney is second on the
team in scoring, with five goals and
one assist, while Wagman is third with
two goals and five assists. Goaltender
Rice had a save percentage of .933.
However, Colby will retain 19 players
who have now had a year to work
together and garner game time experience. The youth on the team should
convert to success in 2007 and in
years to come.

FOOTBALL: CBB title in sights with win at Bates
Continued .From Page 12
and celebrating, the Bates team dejectedly looking around in shock and
slowly
making
their way on the
field.
Colby's offense
was anchored by
tailback Bashaw,
who rushed the
ball 34 times for
73 yards and a
touchdown. With
such poor conditions, passing was
exceedingly
tricky,
and
Bashaw did a fantastic job carrying
the brunt of the offensive load. Every
pass would change directions with the
wind, and captain and quarterback
Justin Smith '07 played as well as
could be asked, completing 13 of 29

passes for 100 yards and leading the
team down the field when it was most
important. The defense was ted by
linebackers Andrew Heaney '07 and
Jackson Parker '07. Parker 's nine
tackles, including 2.5
tor a loss of yards., one
sack and one forced
fumble, earned him
NESCAC Defensive
Player of the Week
honors. Up next for
the Mules is an away
game
at
Tufts
University, followed
by the season finale,
at
home
against
Bowdoin
College,
when hopefully Colby
can wrap their fourth
consecutive
CBB
title. With Bates and Bowdoin both
winless, Colby seems to be on the
inside track for that goal.

The scene after
the game was a
sight in itself ,
the Colby team
jumping in the
mud in the middle of the field
and celebrating.

this week
in sports

Victo ry over Williams advances ! Rain and wind no match
women 's soccer in p ostseason for men 's cross country

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4

" Men 's Cross Country
@ ECAC championships
Shit! I'm running a really good race,'
By PATRICK BAGLEY
Williams
but I stopped thinking about that and
STAFF WRITER
12 p.m.
focused on not falling down."
CONTRIBUTING
Swain's
upset
into
the
top
ten
of
the
WRITER
• Women's Cross Country
"Our sport is your sport 's punish- NESCAC will give teammate and
@ ECAC championships
ment." This age-old adage among har- Captain Dan Vassallo '07 (28th, who
Williams
riers was never truer than last Saturday was rankled by dampness-induced
For the second
arthritic
pains)
company
in
his
quest
to
12 p.m.
as
the
eleven
teams
of
the
New
year in a row, the
England Small College Athletic qualif y for Division III Nationals as an
women 's
soccer
Conference convened for their confer- individual. Both harriers will be look- Football
team
will
be
ence championships under apocalyptic ing to earn their plane ticket to
@ Tufts
advancing to the
weather
conditions
at
the
seaside
town
Wilmington
,
Ohio
at
next
week's
semifinals.
This
12:30 p.m.
Division III Regional
of
Waterford,
fate was sealed
Connecticut.
Championships.
after a disappoint• Women's Soccer
The women's team
Under driving
ing rainout against
(a- Middlebury
remains hopeful for a
rain, ocean winds
Bates College on
NESCAC semifinals
third consecutive trip
of at least 40 miles
Saturday,
which
1:30 p.m.
to Nationals, yet the
per hour and an
took away the posN E S C A C
outrageously
sibility of a home
• Men 's Swimming
flooded course,
Championships have
game and led the
vs. Alumni meet
the men placed a
certainly left a few
team down to
2 p.m.
dreams out to dry.
disappointing
Williamstown ,
ECHO RLE PHOTO
Colby 's fifth place
tenth place with
Massachusetts to Although last Saturday's game against Bates was cancelled due to extreme weather condi¦Women's Swimming
192 points, beatfinish (113 points) has
take on the Ephs of tions, the women still played on Sunday in the NESCAC quarterfinal against Williams.
vs. Alumni meet
ing only the lowly
landed the team on a
Williams College in
2 p.m.
bubble. The Mules
unit determined to make it to the
Hamilton College
the first round of the playoffs. Colby just 23 minutes left in the game.
(314 points).
placed well ahead of
came into this game seemingly as the
"We knew if we could frustrate finals, and focusing on this universal
John
Swain
'08
Yet Colby was
Connecticut College
underdogs, but their determination to Williams they would make mistakes attitude led to the defeating of a more
Runner (6th, 184 points) but
not totally washed
keep tin.' season going led to an excep- we could take advantage of, and we talented team.
This victory was the first time
up. John Swain
were at least 40 points
tional victory for the Mules. "I would did exactly that," Williamson stated
'08 represented
out of reach from the
say that individually they are probably regarding the Mules attitude and strat- Colby has beaten Williams on the
road. The Mules will go on to face the Mules well by running the race of Conference's four top fli ght teams.
stronger than us as far as skill goes,"
The statistically average varsity
third-seeded Middlebury College for his life to an eighth place finish in one
senior Captain Liza Benson commentof the nation 's strongest Division III runner at Amherst College (1st, 64
the semifinals this Saturday at 1:30
ed, "but on Sunday we came out as a
p.m. at Amherst College. Although conferences.
points), Tufts University (69 points),
team while they came out as 11 indiFrom the blast of the starting gun, Williams College (70 points) and
vidual players and that made all the
Colby defeated Middlebury at home
Swain
knew
his
run
would
be
memoMiddlebury College (71 points) all not of national caliber.
the
Panthers
have
since
difference."
this year,
rable. In the initial melee of 126 spike scored about 14 points. The average
"We will have to step it up if we
Colby scored first against Williams
earned some impressive victories
footed runners, Swain was stepped on varsity Colby runner, howevert scored want to go to Nationals," fifth place
when junior Meggie Herlihy put one
including beating Bates 5-0. "They
were not happy with the result of our a number of times, causing lacerations as many as 23 points. While this was Tri-Captain Karen Prisby '07 acknowlin just 15 minutes into the first half.
match and will likely come out very
and the loss of his right shoe within the better than a majority of the other edged. "We'll have to get fourth place
However, the Ephs managed to tie the
first quarter mile.
NESCAC teams, this performance was or better at D-IIIs, and that's that."
game just before the half. Although
strong. We just have to be ready for
Such
causalities,
this halftime score was tied, the Ephs
them, and be patient" Benson
out shot the Mules 26-5. Despite the
explained on the upcoming game. however, were par for
numerous shots on goal, Colby was
"We aren't looking past Saturday 's I the course. Swain estimates that "maybe ten
able to contain Williams through the
game. Middlebury is a higher seed
solid efforts by both the goalie,
than we are so we can't just overlook
to fifteen people total
Benson, as well as the hardworking
them." With the patience Colby was fell or lost a shoe."
Laura
Williamson
'07
defense led by the sweeper, Mollie
able to execute against Williams, hanPausing to remove a
Captain
Puskar '08. This containment executdling a top team like Middlebury j few pebbles from his
ed by the defense along with the
should be well within their capabilibattered foot , Swain
tenacity of the offense lead to the scorties. Wish the girls luck as they travel
added, "Everyone was
ing of the game-winning goal by egy going into the game. Colby went down to Amherst to continue their run
throwing elbows and
we were packed really
senior Captain Laura Williamson with into this game playing as an integrated in the playoffs.
close together because
nobody wanted to lead
into the wind."
Unwilling to nan the
reluctant pace, Swain
tucked into a small
breakaway pack early
on. "I expected the top
twenty guys to be very
tactical and surge by us
later, but I realized we
were gapping them,"
PHOTO counTE5Y or BETSY UTREFIE-.D
Swain recalled with a Colby
runners splash through the NESCAC course in Waterford, Connecticut. Both the
degree of amazement.
men 's and women s' teams faced extreme rains and winds of up to 40 miles per hour.
"Halfway through the
race I realized 'Holy
By AMANDA
ROEHN

I expected the
top twenty guys
to be very tactical and surge by
us later, but 1
realized we
were gapping
them.

Next week:
Fall Mule
Pack

We knew if we
could frustrate
Williams they
would make
mistakes we
could take
advantage of ,
and we did
exactly that.

Mules tame Bates Bobcats on their
way to claiming the CBB title

J Colby cycling sends one to nationals
By ALEXA UNDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

AMEIJA IARSWTW BATES STUDENT

Saturday s football game against Bates went into four overtime periods before Colby was able to take the win.
By TODD HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

Allow me to begin this article with
an apology. My last article was very
negative towards the football team. I
have supported team alt season and
the article was just a severe lapse in
judgment. Also I must correct twofactual mistakes from the article. Af ter
last week's game, Colby was in eighth,
not ninth, p lace in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference.
Their losing streak was two games,
not three. My deepest apologies go out
to the coaches and, most of all, to the
players who I know have poured their
hearts into this season.
Now, to happier news. The Colby

football team pulled out a thrilling
quadruple overtime victory at Bates
College on Saturday, conquering the
elements, a few questionable calls by
the refs and most importantly, the
Bobcats, in one of die most exciting
sporting events I have ever had the
privilege of witnessing. The rain was
driving nonstop, winds were gtisting
like crazy and the field conditions
made even the Colby Swamp seem
dry. Sheets of water came off the field
with every tackle. Colby was trailing
7-0 with seven minutes left in the
game when tailback Chris Bashaw '08
punched the ball in from a yard out to
knot the game at seven. And 7-7 it
remained when time ran out, sending
the game into overtime.
The first three overtimes had no

scores, with Colby missing a field
goal that would have won the game in
the second, but blocking a Bates field
goal that would have won the game
for Bates in the third. In the fourth
overtime, Bates got the ball first and
lost it on downs. Colby drove the ball
to the Bates five yard line, and out for
the second time in overtime came
kicker Brian Bachow '09. Clearly not
fazed by his earlier missed kick ,
Bachow used his phenomenal foot to
get the ball out of the mud, through
the rain, past the wind, and into the
goalposts, giving Colby the 10-7 victory. The scene after the game was a
sight in itself, the Colby team jumping
in the mud in the middle of the field
Continued on Page I I

While Colby has had a solid
cycling team in recent years, first-year
Rose Long added a new component to
the team this fall as a competitor in
mountain biking events. Long, who
prior to coming to Colby had only
competed four times, traveled to
Angel Fire, New Mexico on Oct. 21 to
compete in the Collegiate Mountain
Biking Championships. In a field of
over 20 of die fastest female racers in
the country in the Division II bracket,
Long took an impressive eighth place
in her first ever championship race

and her fourth collegiate race.
Growing up in Vermont, Long has
had access to a trait system called the
Kingdom Trails which consist of 100
miles of singletrack which, as Long
described , "is a trail through the
woods that is about a foot wide, wide
enough for one bike tire. Riding the
trails, especially singletrack , improves
technical skills and reflexes." In addition, Long trains by road cycling in
order to improve her endurance and
speed.
In the summer before her senior
year in high school, Long competed in
her first race. This past summer she
competed in three more races. Once at
Colby, Long did very well at her first

three collegiate races where she competes in the cross country event. The
event is generally a 12 to 15 mile race
through the woods. Long's first race
took place at the University of
Vermont on Sept. 23 where she finished third in the Women's A division
with a time of 1:55:09 on the 12 mile
course to earn 63 points towards
nationals. On Sept. 30 Long improved
to second place at the University of
New Hampshire with a time of
1:28:08 on the 15 mile course, earning
42 points. In her final collegiate race
before nationals, Long competed at

INSIDE SPORTS

Volleyball goes 0-3 in Connecticut

The Mules were unable to pick up a win necessary to make the NESCAC tourney, HUE II

Bates defeats field hockey

An overtime loss marked the end of the seasor
for Colby field hockey.
w«- it

Continued on Page II

